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. Third year -student Michael Stanton
and his wife Joan announce the birth of a
_daughter; Jessica Allison. The 8 pound i1
ounce girl
born . October . 31 at St.
P~ter's Hostpital, .Ne.w Brunswick, New
Jersey._Tfie Stantons are.residents of New
Brunswick. Joan _teaches: special education
in East Brunswick; New Jersey. - . · EQUITAS .exte.Qds its heartiest con-gratulations to the_ happy family': ·
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November~ 1978

_

.
br:Scott Batterman _ :.
-- She noted that;. she_was the 'first full.
The NYLS Board of Trustees has pros · :
. ~ ti~e -administrator .·that ·the· school has·
, moted three niem~rs of the ~dministra- _
.-hired to -oversee alumni affah-8, and reiter- tion. Now holding t he-titles ·of Dean· are,..-.
atecHhat her promotion "was_?.notherman- ·
Anthony J. Scanlon, Assi~tant -Dean _of ·
~- ife$tation that New York Law School cares
· Admissions and Placement, and Lucille M.
-about iti alum(li: " . _.
_
Hillman, -. 'Assistant Dean , of Alumni.
: As further indication of the concern of •
·· _~ Affairs'. Promoted to the rank of-Vice.Dean _
NYLS: · in · this - are.a, · she . informed
for- Finance· was~ fo~er -Assistant Dean . EQUITAS of two recent _developments.
Arnold H. Gmham (who-is also the NYtLS ·
The Board.ofDirectors of the Alumni As'freasurer):
·,_ ~ _ _ . · , _· _
sociation has voted' a _change jn their byWhen askea to _comment" on his p~
: · law.s, to permit thr_e e voting student direc~ ·"motio'n, -Dean Graham' repiied, 'I always
tors to serve one-year terms on tl).e board,
" '"'wanted to get i nvolv.ed . with vice; - a nd·J
- a change in which she was ':strongly in-finally ilid it, th~ hard way." Dean 9raham _
.
_
_
volved.". And the Board_ofTnfstees has
is a NYLS ~uate, C~-of '52, and has
. Newly appointed Assistant Dean ' her promotion was "recognition of the - also made a change in its bylaw_s, such that
been associated with the:i,chQOl, either as a ~Ion echoed Dean Graham's comments impo~nce of this administrative 3.TI!a of -the immediate pas£- president and current
• corisultant,oran~inployee'; s~ce1950when; that.there"'"w_a s·:'no change in the~-" ~ the I~~ school, t!,ie relationship with the pre~ident'"of-the Alumni Ass<>ciation will
he became theschool'saecounfant.:His eur- He e~pressed n_o opinion on th~ reason for. alumni~asa very important constituency·of serve· on the Board of Trustees ofNYLS.
· rent;_duti~s-in;ol~e "evecything.,. ~tlie_only · the proriloHon, but suggested- that · ~he _the law-school." · '
~
.(p_lea.se turn_to page fifteen)
thing I'm noj; doing _is adt:nissio.ns, -p~e- chm:ige.i!i titles might·enable him to tmc- ~
..
··
, ·
;
-~~?t- and develop_ment._" His d~tig§,_k~p .t~~n more eff~ctiv~ly inUi~!!_l"eas ~f~~
e.~ILI ,.I
~
him so busy,. he confessed, that he· really 1.· s10ns ancrplacement, when dealing w,.th - O il:\:A,W . 1-, 1:~
•
I '·
does not haVe the time he_
:.woUid lik~-to ether scb:ools.- ,,
dev~te t9 t~hing his
on acc!)illitint- - _
Questioned as to wnetlier he would by J31!1es Gelb _
Fisher tie? Edwards up;_then:.brutally
'"m}e only reason l'1llll teaching is-8() I can now betaking part in the academic affairs . _ Glenn_fisher, a29yearold mime, was . crushed Fuller's skull withrepeat~d blows ··
h~ve rc1pport "with •the faculty," 'he .ex~ .of the:s~hool as a Dean,.he replied, "no, but , convicted in·September 9f the brutal slay- -. of aJead pipe. ~e then shot_Fuller_t-wice in
d,,_ plained.
.
- . ----:
everymemb'er.ofthelawsc}:ioofcommunity ingof-NYLS'evEfriingstudehtFredFuller: . thehead -atpointbJimkrange. .
, :
. W.hen asked why he was promoted, ·he- is· involv.ed in discussing it, -bµt not in the - The rimfder'-=occurred in June 1977 ·at Ms.LE<;lwards was able to.1P,etec~ the ·
sta~ tht?~ was no.single reason. "Appar- aeci~ion-malongY.rocess, no.-" He did _sug-· - Full~r's Ma~t_tan apart~ent. Sentencing true identity --of 0the assailiJ,nt -~e~pite
eritly I~was 'doing a•fine--job:;cfgot congra: gest, though, that_as_Jheofficerinchargeof was on October, 20; by Judge Denzen, but · Fisher's attempts af dis_guise.
was able
t\J.lations from: all over." The change in admissions, he has already been. making • ,the.mw:der convil!tion in New Yorkcarries - fo tecognize h,is voice and the expressive
· titles-has not produced a change in income; · dedsions of a quasi-academic n~ture. .~
·a m:pidatory life se~11£e. Defense attor- .movement~ of the profess!onal mime; Also
though, as he informed EQUIT-AS-that it
_Assistant _Dean for Atumni · Affairs ney Marvin Se~ has promised to appeal.
aiding in detection of" Fisher's identity was
was a "promotion without-money "
.
-Lucille _M. Hillman was of the opinion that--Fred Fuller was apparently the rinwit-· -the fact that throughout the·episode Fisher ~
- ·
.
_.,
- ,
, .
- -·
'
- -< .
ting victim of a . "lovers triangle." Marie · treated ·his terrified ex-girlfriend with~exI_,,/
Ed~ard_s, 26, l:!ad_ju~t en_ded: a long te1'.11 _c eptionaJ·_care and politen_ess. Furtzh~r: :11~ ( ·t:1- (1/
J;;,C:,,i/{r.;;,·
I
1, V / ' -(:;/' :..,?_ffair with-Glen F~sher and had moved m though tnere was expensive stereo equip. . '
-. ·• . .
,... ·
-. .. with.Fuller.-Ms: Edwards' testimony w_as · ·ment and other valuables iii the apartment,
. , , by Sh31:o~ Kelly
Illurk)'. Harlem River; cr9s!5ed the island's pivotal in .convicting _Fisher.
· all Fisher took was $14 in cash, (apparently
· Philip ~oss,.. a 2Fyear,-0Jd ~t year northern tip at Spuyten Duyvil, battled '
he needed gas money-for the trip back to
--~yr.,s st~derit hl;lS_.,gain~dnational re~gni- _}own the H}lds01f $ choppy waters, round: : · ·
_ florida), a bottle of Ms. Edwards' perfume,
~ t1on for nis marathon swim around Manhat:., ed thJ B11tte_ry, and swam back up the East
-.
and a key ring he had once given her.
· .. tan~ Ross' tjme of seven hours and 44-inin- ,River. ~Having ~lternated ·-between the -. At first Ms. Edwards was .unable to
- utes brol<e~ worJa_ . marat ori - ch~pio~ ... breast stroke and.the.crawl for. the 28 mil~
give the· police any , evid~nce due to reDian~ Ny~d's October 19'.75- ~ecord-.by- 13 __ course, Ro~s coneeQed that he ·m~ed
· pression caused by the trauma of the inci- minutes. With. the~ex~P,tion_oj th_e CBS ·: the ~nal threemifes ori "s~ee:rguts alone."
dent. Only after psychiatric help was sne
.:Q
news- -.~e~ia, . ho~ever, metropolitan~~ . Althol!_gh he eo,mpeted in ·sprin_t rl!Ces
able to recall the event. Assistant D.A.
pape~-and_local TV networks reported in- as·' a m~mb~r- of the varsity . swimming: '
Mullady says that this often occurs in viccorre.ctly that Ross attended NYU Law - teams at the Lomis Chaffee School and at
tims ·of especially frightening crimes.
School.
~ ·~"_
- . , . _- :--_ TuftsUniversity,Rossisanewconferin
Fishertriedto' convincethe~ourtthat
·
··
· ·'· the field of'maiathon swimming.-His.Manhe was in Georgia, looking for used cars to
,
" hattan tri\!,mph is his ~cond eIJdurance
· purchase ·and refurbish when the killing
__.~_ ,__:_:..~. ~ .s ,\·lln and represented a m_Ollfh Of inteJ!se
.·F~ Fuller
".occurred, but witnesses. testified that he
, ~ physical..:t ~ g , special Pi:otein ai:1d ~~
' Assi~tant·. Dist_rict Attorney John could not have been where he claimed at
~hjdrate dietmg, and·c_areful exainma~ion - Mullady,_a five ;yea,r veteran at the ·Man- the time of the killing ..
- of Manhattan's waterways.
· ,:-;
_hatian District Aitorney;s office, was .able ,· -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Ask~d to explain his reasons '(or un-.. topiecetogether·theeventswhichresulted
· 'dertaking this- ordeal, ·Ross recalled his .: in tlie law ;tudent's death. Ms. Edwards
_
' frie~dship as_a
Lopdon lifeguard with _) ind _fisher had met in Florida where they"
.
, -- As_we, went to press; pQUITAS
,...,,, -~ j Yilliam1<iley, ~ 51-year-old amateur J!!ar: _both- attezfdJ!d~ school. "Tliey inoved:,to _.
·
- ·
·
.. 5,,,.,. ., ,, athon swinimel". ' "T_his pasC S~ptemBer, . 'Brooklyn where they lived together until reporters were investigating the <level- oping ~tory regarding the Americ~n.
- Kiley swam, around Manhattan, and I was • Ms. Edwards decided to leave Fisher for· Association of Law Schools' recent v.isit
-_ present ~n the__ accompanying_boat. I was •,f fuller.
._
.•
to New York Law School.
- inspired by the marathon's .mental and
·Fisher moved back' to Florida where
Rather than printan incomplete or
·pfo1s!cal challenge, Also; 1- am impressed ·. }:le was visited by Ms. ·Ed~ards o,nly_days
<, h to!G G ')..
•
,
one-sided story based upon rumor and
•• , _
p O _. · row · with this·city and such swim W¥ a w~y of • before the murder occurred. Fisher, apunsubstantiated accusation, we have
Pthltp Ross · . · - · celebrating Manhattan's gr.eatnes_s."-.
- parently s~ething, with jealousy, .drove to
.
•
cnosen to wait until all sides (including
_
' Shortly before noon O!l a brisk-Qcto~r
Ross noted th~t the publicity aroused. New York, entered Fuller's apartment and
- .day, Ross ~it his feat. at Hellgate in the by hisrecord-breaking swim hasn't signifi~ waited.for hun to arrive. To hide his iden~i:.fficial AALS r~~,~). can be heard
-East~iver, a site notorious for'its powe~l· ~ntly af(ected~his life. J'l'm law student -tity Fisher.wore a mask of heavy gauze and
Look to future·issues of EQUITAS
currents. Struggling ~gainst the tides and . first though I would like to ~wim the Eng-_·. ·gloves. He also attempted. to disguise his
for further information on this story.
15-]tlle-per-hour winds, h~ nego~iated,t~~ lishChannelafte:r:gr:ach.iatin~.~• . ..., · :_
vqice.. ,,. "
·~~
. _ ; ~ - - - - - - - - - - -- - .
.,. ~ : .....
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The Moot Court Association also
-Martin ·Brandfon and .Prof. Janet
. named Hassine best oral advocate in-the ·
Tracy, coordinators _" of the . prqduction
· competition and awarded EQUITAS News
.srfonsoted by the Student Bar Association
Editor Scott ·Batterman ·and David M. ·
and New York Law School, are hoping that .
Pl'Yllack certificates for the best brief and .
titlented, u·ninhibited people from ali wajks
·best team: · .
. .
·
- of New York Law School life will . be
Rooert Forman and\ Chip Walden ar• thinking.ahead to· a night in Ma;ch when a
gu~d for petitioner, -a junior high school
little crc1Ziness will be in the air.
· teacher who·was dismissed pursuant to an .
For people who .are unfamiliar with
ordinance _prohibiting-, homosexuals from
the format the-revue, it should be poin-·
teaching.
•~ : The bench -consisted of •E. · Carrington
.- · .ted out that in last year's "First Second
Boggan as Chief Justice·· of the Supreme
Annua! N~w . York Law..School Revue" .
there was· a ..great contribution .from theCourt and J).lrie Eichbaum and-Francis Jones
..first year class, staff, .administrators and
. as Associate Justices. On banding down the
professors, .who performeq solo as ,well as
i:lecision of ;the - Court,. Boggan, who ·is
together in the illustrious faculty skit. ..
chairman of the ABASection on Individual
Again it-'is urged .that leaders of the
. Rights and Responsibilities, applauded the
:vari..9us org-,mizations which are. active at
competitors, stating, "The arguments by
NYLS consider planning a. skit or pro- .
·an m~mbers of both teams were excellent '
1
- duction number. (Don't let lack of talent
and it was difficult to distinguish which was
sfop you from coining up with ideas!)
.
better." Eichbaum felt that Hassine gave a
: . An organizational me~tingw ill be held
.
(photo/L Ross) strong and assertive presentation qf re- •
. - VictorHassine
'MartinB~anfonandProf. Trac
'in Jan~ary, im wat~h the .b:ulletin_:boards
spondent's position; however she felt that
. . __,
. ·
. ·
Y•
and EQUITAS for fµrt~er news. If you
Victor Hassine and David M. Pollack all the competitors were a bit too inflexible.
- - "The Second Second Annual New · have any questions or suggestions, contact argying for the State of Florida c~rried the
After the conclusion of the-_compeY6rk Law 8<!fiool Revue" will once again be Martin Brandfon or P,rof. Janet Tracy. . . fall Moot Court competition after ·vigorous tition, wine · and cheese 'reception was
held_ne\t_M~h _a t a ~cal auditorium_at a
· Re~~m6er, this is the_one Law-Revue debate .in the final .round on O~tober 18, hosted by the Moot Court Association. 1978 in the Moot Court Room.
·
_. -Leonard Jl.9~s
date.to be.announced.
•
, · everyone 1s capable of making!

of

a

f,...

. NYLS will be sending a three member
team to the preliminary rounds of the 29th
Annual Nation.al Moot Court,Competition.
The rounds ar.e to be held November 14;
1971:i" at the Associatiorr'Of the. Bar at 42
West 44th Street. .
/
. The . ·first round will be against
Fordh_a!Il Law School at 4 P.M. and the
second round will be against . St JQhn's

Sign at 55 Worth Street

·
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\

-
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~·:rt1e 0fficial
·
·.
Bookstore-.·of N'tYLS .· ··
-

.

The Boatcl of Trustees
selected \ Island Hospital. Presently Bobrow
the · firm of. Bo~row Fieldman & ~Fieldman is wor_king· \vith SUNY for new
Associates . to prepa1;e the fi-nal specffi- facilities at the Stony Brook and Brockport
'cations report for tl.~e •cles_ign of ~h~ ~e\\:'. campuses.
·NYLS ten million·dollar-lai\· center
Michael Fieldman was to meet with
The specifications repo1t ·,s a' program Deal;S Spapiro, Bearn and Bruce last week
for the desigi1 architect to follow. It- wi11 to discuss the various submitted suggesdesc.ribe in detail µ·recisely what is needed · tions for the 'center and the three Gold
in the new bujiding·: Accordingly, jt will Repo1ts. At. present a firm due date for.the
guide NYLS ii1 its ~election of the design i'-epmt has not 'been· set. -Howevei-, ·Dearr
.archite.ct. . . .
~ eai:n ~1dicatt d th~t ,the -firm understanas .
BQbrow· Fieldma·n_ is experienced . in . t;hat the repmt is urgently needed in ·ord~r
this type of _i ·ork. The film has ·written · that a design architect !Day be ~elected.
- nspecs" repmts for the faculty residence ;it ·
Rockefeller University and for the Staten
- Leonard Ross
,

Law School at 8 P.M. the saine day. ·
.Representing NYLS .will be
Podlot'sky, 'John . Schwartz and Vinnie
Alfieri. Schwartz won the ' 1978 Harlan.
.. Competition.at NYLS. . ,_
.
- ', The arguments will concern restrictions on· the advertising of sugared 'foods.
. All·students and faculty are invited to at~
·tend.
.
..
.

~

• CASEBOOKS-

• LAW CASSETTES

TEX°TBOOKS.

• .RESTATEMENTS

,. DICTIONARIES

:• REVIEW BOOKS

• ··AND ALL OTHER SCHOOLNEEDS

**)N.OW AVAILABLE*-*
-..

.

.

'

--N·¥ tS ·T-Shirts! ,

'* *.*·*
* * * *.1!* *·~* * **·* * ~ * *
-SPECIAL NOTE· THE STUDENT BAR
*21 Warren Street ·
'12 John.StreeC ·
. =

:~132-8746, 47 ~ . ~ -_ -- . -

~

.

XEROX copies (8½ x 11r5 cen(s:each;(above 100- 4·cents'e.a ch)
OF~SET PRINTING. ::.
'. -.
.- APPE~ PRINTING ' ·.
.8¼ x 11
30 Appeals or Briefs ,,-,
1•
(includes binding)°.
. .-~ ;
oneside .
100 ·.$2.80
500 $6.35
1000 $9.95

• both·sides
$5.60 ,
$11.70
$17.90

Up to 2'5 p~~es ... $1.95/page
. ·26 to 76 pages ... $1 ..70/page .75 to 150 pages ... $150/page

N~W ~$~VICE: Color.enlargements from 35 mm sli~es -

ASSOC/A TION OF NYLS RECEIVES A
PERCENTAGE OF GIL'S BUSINESS :

*'-*: -**'* ·* * "-:k '* *~~ * *"'*·* ·* ,*:-*~*~-•-. COM_E IN,-SIT ·DOWN, RELAX
IN THE BASEMENT OF

47- WORT'H STREET ·:_~ -

57 -Worth Street

,

,
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·~ Schaar Budget Tops_ _,,
.~

:-

by Scott Batterman

.,

$4 Million

Communications lawyers, public .ii\- ,
. ~
,
· by ,1Qriah Triebwasser·
terest groups, network representatives,
-~ The New York,Law School budget for
FGC arid 'FTC'officials, law· professors and
fiscal
year 1978-1979 will top four· million
jollmalism professors _from all over the
doUars, according to Chairman . of the
country gathi:!red at New York Law School
Board of Trustees Dr. John V. Thornton.
tbis past October to attend a conference ·
- Thbrnton . estimates . that . revenues
·_ hosted ' by -The Media Communications
from student tuition fees for this period '1¥ill
·~center of tifYJ.,S anlthe Ediso~~lectric·
level off -at approximately 4.3 million du!- ·
·Jnstitl!te. The_ .Conference was entitled
lars,
,'':'hile expenditures .will,be 4: 1 million
"Netwo.rk Television and the Public Inter- ·
dol!ars':·est: A ~elfini'nary Inquiry" and ~ov~r the ·
course of two days of paneldiscussions and
informal talks · over ·lunch and dinner, • _
people on all sides of the•issues involved in ·_
mass communication and government re- . -'.
gulation hacl the oppo~unity to exchange ., '
· · . views, share .ideas, and en~ge· in lively ~
..:
debate.
.·. '·
·
;, · "
.·
_Periods of lnfc;,rmal ~iscu~ion hi_ghllght(!d the conference.
The Coriference - was ;kicked off · .
. ··
.. . ,
Octo~r l~h 'at,a·luricheon on the 5th floor Btit when .they tried to fit these ideas mto ECC voted unaJJ.i,mously · to ·continue the
of 4,7 . Worth "Street. Speaking for the the ·commerciai format of televison, they network inquiry t hey.ha~ begtltl- I clon'.t
·school, AssociateDeanMargaretS. Bearn- w.er:e "not allowed to talk. about rates or tbink•w(:icouldhavepickedab~ttertime."
talked of the issues that had~prompted the ·nuclear plants. The energy issue, one of
- From all indications, the corifer.ence
(photo!D. Gagnon)
conference. ":ll'wenty-five years · ago, ~e ~ontjnuing broadpublic concern, will-bring · ..y_a a total stic~es~. Bertrand Fainberg,
John.V. Thornton
encouraged tne tietworks, as the best ·way -with it''many choicei,,, and people need .in- :Director of Business Affairs for • ABC,
- to ·exploit the new comf'1Uitj_cations tech- formation to make.intelligeht choices." Tlie termed it "very excitingf' He felt he had
Of this total 4.1 million dollars, ·apnology. Now,. they are. firmly-established, Institute hoped to learn from the confer- learned more from the "questionif asked, pr9x~ately 58% or-2,378,000 dollars will
~ .-arid we worry about network dominance; ence what the communication .media's fti- and the personal interchanges, the differ- go ·for pay_roll and fringe benefits, approxThe FCC, tfie FTC and a House Subcom- · ture holds in terms' of g-aining access to the ' ·ent" attitudes of• people," than from any~ imately 24 percent or 984,000 dollars
mittee are invol\'.ed in the problem. ·New channels ~(communication.
. •
thing.else.
.- ·• · .. •-- ,_'
:, .. · fo:educatiqnal, gener:i1andadministrative_
technology -has~changed 'the forecasts .for There followea wo days of discussioh
.G ene ·A.Bechtel,- of the Washington purposes, at1d approxupately 18 percent or
- the future_- cable, satellite, optic fibers . . andpanelson"networkeconomics, program law firm of Arent' Fox -Kinter Plotkin "& n8;000 dollars _for, b,uilding. operation,
" - 1'his is a .time for sen_ous evaluation and · . control, network/affiliate -relations and ·Kahn said he had ~ttended becau~ he felt maintenanc.e arid minor rehabilitation.
:re-evaluation," Discussion ana debate on _ First ~endment issues. 'At _times the con- that the "mix oftlie ~caderrric community,
In_C_?~_ent~g
the budgeffigures,
emerging i,ssues, she continueq, , "are iip- vei:;sations became extremely neated. ~s •the network community and legal profes- Thornton srud, ~ec~~se of qur depenportant for a la\\' school, Elspecially New- Prof. Michael Botein ofNYLS,'Director of sion would'give me a different insight into dence upon studen~~u!t10n and fees·~e en·.Yor~LawSclioolin NewYorl<City, center the Communications .Media Center, -des- ~y ~ork. I realize now 'even 'more·force-- d~av~r to keep ai;iticipa~d expenditures
of media activity.'t
'i
cribea it; "David,Blaiik, chief ec~omist of fully, the &trength; •th~- feelin~ of those · with m the bou nd~ of anticipated revenues
, Ja_c_k Young of the ·Edison Elec~ric· CBS, was on a n,..:.el and respond~ to the . ' who c_o ntest. the ·existing · systein, the . from -such tuition-and fees~·That policy has
~
=-·
required : substl!ntiar tuition inc'reases in
. Institute, a national association •of'electric -.~ 1aim... th~t networkl:! (!nl__y t ry,;;toma.'Olllize ~sta,nci of the networks and th~ traditional ·
•
d
h ·
)ight and po
.. wer compaI_Ues, explained that - rev~nue ·through reaching .·th"e largest stance.'of the Communications Bureau."
:ecent ~~ars ¥1 ?f f;!r ~o me~t t ,fgreatly
.
mer.eased .costs . reqmred to bnng. the
the Institute was i11'-'.olved fn tbis confer- . atidii:mce.- He said they were.trying to pre- - · David Hawthorne of the Jamaica School to the high 'level of educational ex~nce ~use-"it's in the p4hlic-1.nte~st to --sent wha(the-viewers want! \:>y seeing the _NAAC? Empfoyment Develo~ment' Pro- c_ellence to which we have.aspired.".
promote responsible discussion of who says ratings. Renee Anselmo, President of the · ' gram had come to the·conference to explore
, Thornton went on to say, "We have
, ~fiat on television _and why: It is in our Spanish ~elevision-Network, then 'uiil~ad~ , employment 'opportuniti~s for . minorities. some funds in the nature of endowment and
cprpor-c1te s~lf:inlerest as welt ~ . _ ,
e(~ on ~~nk. •y~)Ur m~ings sch:w the UHF
"l'v~ gotten a tren:~ndou~ u~de:i:s~ding • quasi-endowmel).t fonds but thei:ie are for
.
H~ ex~lained t~at th_e -Institute ha~ . ·oper-1tors, ! he . Spamsh !angu~ie ope~- of t~e- nu?1er~us fac_!ors ,which mfl~ence the most part being held' and invested for .
~en:given- the ass1grµnent of commuru- tors, ~nd so on. 'IJ!ey went_at 1t hammer the broadcast mdustry ._~ts, very <;omplex, the purpose of funding the planned new.law
-.o-c1ting t~e industry's·vie~s ll!ldideas on th~ ;ind ton~," a discrfption co~borated by , butthere's el!ough_ofthepie fo:everrone." · ckqter. Substa_ntial further donations from
- energy 1Ssye to the pubhc, that the country other witnesses.
.
As Prof. 'Botem summed 1t all up, "the alumni and others will be needed to make
- would "need moJ1! energy in -tlie. future, ·
..,. . ,
- ·. ', important thing is . that it _appears that. this law center a reality.''
. ~hich would ~quire· in~re plants, which
Pl"C!f. Boteii\ also noted_t~~ fortuitous _people did exchange a lot of ideas, and did
The remaining $200,000 will be placed
would mean that electric_rc1tes_ wou~a go up.- timint of the-conference. ':.We began with . talk to each other, both at the conference · in the fund for the projected l"aw center.
!be iqea s~med str~ghtforward to us." · lunch •at -12:30 on the 19th. At 11:00, the . ' and over dinner."
·
(please turn to page fourteen)
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~QUITAS

by Cecilia Blau,
Did you ever feel like you're running
an uphill ~ce apd y.our feet are slipping?
(Not you~ Bubele, yol,l're too young.) Like
you're nearing about a comprehensive con- - - .
fig_ur~_tive ~olicy-orie~ted _approach for ~he -z.·~
'--~~rst ~une a?d wondenn~ if.there;s pl~- , ,•,/.
, ·
tiff hidden m there somewhere? Wlien, af- • .
.
ter carefully counting each day of 'school
.: _ ·
since the ne~ semester started; y6u sud~ •· .
denly realize that a whole pile of days have
- · nevertheless slipped ~Y yqu, and-you had
better see what the past final exams look · .
·like? When · you've decided to start re- V
viewing early this term, orily to discover .
. that the pink, yellow and .blue material
you've highlighted-cin the text is news to
yon?
Well, ·instead of .. having ,...a nother~
anxiety attack, w~y not get -some good,
old-fashioned physical exercise?
. ·You might start .by placing a casebook
.
.
.
· on your head and .w~g across the lib~~mbefs of the International Law Society in our nation's capital.
rary- with it. You won't get very faf. ,
Months of sloucm_ng in classrooms· and lib- -ratje•s will have ruined your posture, and it .
will fa.II immediately. B_u t you will . be
disgusted with thi~ · ~ffort, you will slin!<:
back to · a cubby and resume exercising
those mental muscles which have to be
-· - more responsive.
,
(photo!J. Triebwasser)
· But if tqat doesn'~ work, take up tenby Bill Holm
.
procedures in the international system are
' nis immediately. - especially if you've Joe Renna and' Gary Reiner show their
- · A group of five me~bers of the Ne,w inadequate to achieve these goals and one
. kirm.
never played tennis before. Of course, ev'York Law School International Law can see there is a great deal of work to be
eryone you know plays a mean game-al- ercise, try jogging around Park Row and Society attended the International ,Law clone in this field.
.
ready. ·In no time at all, you'll be shamed off pack _to Galways. The jogging may not Weekend sponsored by the 1-,aw Student
· The Washington trip included \;'isits to
the tennis courts.back into the libi:ary.
' help, -but your guilt feelings the .next mor- Division and the -ABA Section of Inter- pt·ivate.firms. The clients of these large and
Finally, if you still don't feel the re- ning.with a h_a ngover will keep you rooted national Law in Washington, D.C. last -prestigiqus firms are generally large cormonth. Two hundred . law students repre- porations. Thus, much of the aura i!,nd mysnewed vigor that _comes'"with physical ex-, t6 your books for. a nice; long time.
senting over 2~ l~w schoo~s attended. The tique of international law is disJe>elled since
program '!'_as ~es1_g ned to ,mtroduce <:areer _ protection of these clients' interests "deopportumt1es _m mtern~t1onal p_r~ct1ce to mands a thorough knowledge of.substanstudents. Besides learnmg J hat 1~ s pretty - tive areas of.corporate and commercial law. ·
~ard. to get away from lawyers..m Wash- It was reassuring to note that Washington
- - - - - - - - - - - - - b y Marie Richardson-----------.. 1,ngton; we also learned · that the field of t·
•
- h
international practice is higlily competnms• start t he1r• associates
afl t e same
level as New York firms, about $28,000. The
George Hart (Class of '63) was-the - at Hawaii Community College, University itive. .
Republi~ n•Conservative c~ndidate for the of Hawaii at Hilo. Greenberg·served in the · _' Nevertheless, Washington ·offers a v isits were followed by a recepti~n for the
·
.-New,York State Supreme Court. Mr. Hart New; York~ City Auxiijary Police- Force ·wide array of opportunities in botµ public ,(spiring internatiouaf lawyers.
The following day was devoted to
is,a graduate of Wagner College. He has from 1965-1977. He was President of the and private in~e_rna~ional law. Be~ides
•
•
career ohportumties m thE; State Depart- exercises of a more acaclemic nature. In the
:been a practicing-attorney on Staten Isiand Auxiliary-Police Benevolent_Association of
t t
th
t
.
_
_
~en ,. , ~~re .a:~ 0 ers m gov~rnmen_ morning, students could choose between a
for 15 years, and he ·hasbeen admitted to the City of New York from 1973 to 1974. agencies such as the Agency ,fo1 Inter- t
f C •t I Hill
ksh - . t
0
a· pi 0 ·
or ha wto~th. 0L~bm m er-f
' practice·before the Federal District Court, - Mr. Greenberg was employed as a Co~rt · national Development, the -Department of out:
1
1
1
·
·
,,. C
· ·
d h· D
f h
na 10na ega researc a
e I rary o
· the U.S. Court of Appeals, and the U.S . . Officer in the New York State Supreme ' ommerce _an t e. epartment o. t e Congress. The workshop was well attenT':'ehasuryb, : a~! of w~1ch de al eTxthens1vely · dee!:
·
Supreme Court. He has als,o served as Court from 1970-1917.
·wit pu 11c mternat1ona1 1aw.
ere are
S· · 1. . f
.·.
Counsel to the State Senate Judiciary '
also quasi-governmental agencies such as
at~rc ay . a ternoon consisted of a
Committee.
I th~ Overseas :Private Investment Corpor- . ~:~ler~'.scuss1on on Transborder Data .
Another NY:LS alumnus who
for
The·SBA is collecting tlte $5;00
·ation and the K,cport-lmport Bank.
The weekend wound up with a gala
public office in the last _election was
Student Activity Fee on Mon;.
· banquet-with speakers and applause by all
: Alexander Graves, (Class of '52.) Mr;
In general; government agencies seek for the gener.al success · of 'the program.
day and Tuesday November 13
1Graves was the Republican candidate for
to· promote the establishment of inter-· Credit is due to the international law.
-&
14.in
47
Worth
St.
.Judge of the Civil Court iri Staten Island.
·national law. They seek the settlement of societies . of · Georgetown and George
Support your SBA Today!
. Since graduating from our law school, Mr.
_ controversies on judicial grounds-and sup- Washington Universities . which were in. Graves has p~acticed on Staten Island for
port the development objectives of devel- strumen~l • in organizing the visits and
oping
nations. The . current
. forums
and programs.
over 25 years -and is the former legal 11.Ssis:- .
.,
.
~ tant to the Honorable Frank S. Gannon, ·
Judge of the Civil Court and the Hon~~ble
John A. Garbarino,-Justice pfthe·Supreme .
Court.
Robert G~ulin (Class~of '76} is now
associated· with the firin of Friend PeJles _
Dorman and Kleefield. Mr. Gaulin joined·
the finri in September l978 and is repor. tedly very excited about ·his job. The firm
.has a general pract!ce and·also specia~s
in entertainment law. Mr. .Gaulin's work
·involves representi1__1g notable figures in •
the fields of entertainment and sports.
< .
Cozy.Atmo~phere ~....:... Fine Wines
. - Mr. Gaulin was previously associated
with the firm of }?.opts and Estri~.
Delicious.FQods - Reasonable Prices - Good Vibes

a

lnt:l~t~W ,S.a cietv ~

so.

~is.its:.the Cap-ital ·

.
I

ran

.

MA6C>O's··
. -~- ·cAFE

Martin Greenberg (Cblss of.'69) wrote
an article entitled. ''The Police Role in Fos· teie.Care: A Lesson Plan." The article ap- peared in the August)ssue of Police Chief
magazine, the· official publication of the
International -Association Ot Chiefs of
Police. Mr. Greenberg is currently the co_o rdinator of the Political Science program

/

. Tet:. 226-9919-~ .
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(Off Wa!ker Street)_4 Blocks from NYLS

OPEN:_MON. - FRI. NOON ~ -3 A.M.
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by Susan Werther
Membership on tbe Law Revie~ is of~
- There it is, a "-30-''. at thetopofthe page! I never thought I'lseeit, but there it is. For
Not many students
aware of the fere~ to those who have obtained academic those of you who~ re unfamiliar with newspaper jargon, '"-30-'( me,ins .the-end: and this is
purpose and activities ·of our school's 'lav.: - distincti?n in the_ir firs~ year of law s~h~l my "-30-" column, ~y swan song: the·1;ist column I wi).l write for EQUITAS. It is also the
review. What -is done in Room 605, and by ranlting-top m, thell' class. A wntmg last of many I never thought I'd write since my association with EQUITAS was not to
why? .What is the function of this pres- competitio!1 is als? held ~~ereby studen~ include writing - just an hour .or two of copy reading each month, or so the smoothtigious organization? ·
w~o excel in r~_e3.1:ch, wntl_n~ a ntl analytic talking Editor-in-Chief led me to believe. Then EQUITAS needed an alumni reporter. No
·skills may be invited to Jom. The Law •
.
- ·.
· . .
Oqr school's contribution . to the Review is the "honor society'~ of the law . one wanted/the Jo,b s_o I.took-it and late~ became the Alumru Editor.
nation's law reviews is entitled Ne.w York schooJ; Membership on Law Review is
. Law School Law Review, formerly known _usually quite advantageousn ot o!_tly be- - · • Those of you·who have never been down to the EQUITAS office - the first dungeon
~as New York Law Forum. It is published· cause it encourages intellectual develop- to the left off th:e locker rooqi in 47:... or met our staff, are_ missing a great deal. EQUITAS
quarte_rly by members of the Law Re~ew. ~en , but be_c~use it opens doors to many is put out by a hardworking bunch who give a lot of their time and themselves to keep the
law school comm.unity well informed. _:_
' ..
.
.
with faculty advisement. ·Each issue Job oppqrtumt1es. ·
typically · contains articles writtenl>y -ex1~ ftou!S ~ week . .
perts in the field: nqtes,· which are the . . _S t uclents have a vital role ~ the pub- - , · lmperceptibJy, insidiously, the paper beg~n to absorb more and -~ore of my time and·
equivalent oC- articles _J :>u~ written · by ~~~id:t~~ t~~~~~o~fM!:vt~~~~~ ene1:gy. When I w:is in undetgrad~;ite and ~aduate school /i never had the time to
students;comments, whi~hareanalysesby ·week and write a .publishable comment. participate in anr ·ex~racurricular activitie•s. This was a new experience for' me, a_nd it
_students of recently decided _cases 0 : en~ Normally· one, stal't!> by- checking all the ,·added a new-dimension to life at NYLS. I now knew what was "going on," though there
ac~ed statutes;.and ~k revi~ws wn~ten cites in an -arti~e for accu~cy of cite and · were times when.I would have preferred not to, since, as we.all know, life at NYLS is a
by professors and members of the pro- , substance (does the author cite the case for
·
·.
. . .
;- ~
·:
fession. There are two typesAf Law Re- what- it stands for). This is a formidable
bed of 1 oses - ,-.ith all the thorns.
view issues. The "regul~' issue is a col- ,task as the averagearticle may c«:>ntairi 100
· I'm sure evervone will understand
lection of unrelated articlesl notes, com- ' to 300 citations. Once the student has subthat I could not \~rite this -without ~~ments and book reviews. The "symposium" mitted a publishable comment, he becomes
presing some of the anger I felt last spring ·
offers a- collection of related articles and a staff member of the Law ·Review. The ·
\\'hen I learned of t.he denial of tenure t~
possibly also notes·, comments -.a!ld book Law Revie.w is run by a Board of Editors
thi·ee of the best professors I have ·ev~r:
reviews, all of which discuss-various· prob- composed of third year day and fourth year
' had, Richard Harbus, Nancy Ericksor and
!ems within the same topic, thus giving an evening students who have been.e_lected to
Marshall Lippman. These three · share ..a ·
encompassing· perspectiv~ of one field of . their various positions by a vote ofthe prefairly unique quality (u~ique at NYLSJ;hat .
law. The New -York Law Schoo.I Law ceding Editorial Board. Articles for posi:-). They.,have the ability to teach! If tea,,_ .
Review's Symposium- on Copyright (Vol. . sible publication in the Review are solicited
ching is an ait: and it is, then they are the
XXH, No. 2, 1976),has been one of the most · by t_!re Topics Editor, or·are gotten.through
Michelangelos of .NY LS. And how <loes
heavily subscribed · to law reviews in the - various faculty "connections" with e,xperts the school _ . via ·the Board of -Trustees -:.....
country. The Law Review has _plans to 1n the field. Occasionally a potential author ~
c:' reward people· with. iuch unique talent_
s?
issue a three-volume set on antitrust law in \\-ill contact the Law Review .regarding
§,
They deny them tenure! When I think of
cu
.
.
'
- the near future. The New York Law possible ·publication of his work in the
c., the many courses I've taken here that were
School Law Review is distritluted nation-- NYLS _publication. Topics are chosen
. _. ~ ,a complete waste of time ~ecause·ofincom· ·wide, arrcC with the country's other law which will appeal ~o the practitioner as wgll
::g- petent turkeys at the poclium, it makes my· ·
reviews, serves the legal profession ana ·as the theorist. In recent years, the New
S blood boil!
the academic community by providing 'York Law Sch~I Law Revjew · has
Judith Waldman
practical and scbolarly analyses of impor- emerged as a major source of timely legal
We often c1:iticize the school, the administration and the Board of Trustees for the
tant-areas of the law.
commentary.
variety of ills that is visited upon us. We complain about the apparent lack of concern on
. the part of the administratfon for the student body, the bungling at t·egistration and the
untimely publication of school calendars jiOO exam schedules, not to mention grades. I can
accept all these things - but incompetent teaching I cannot tolerate! We deserve- and
For the
individual
law student ~ho still thinks like
one .
.
have the right to - better treatment than that! ..
Con~ider the alternative Bar Review: .
- · Sure, professors- are "observed" occasionally (at least once a term, I've been told),
but is there ever a post-observation critique of the lesson so .that the professor can.be
made a ware of.w~at" his or her strengths or weaknesses were? Ariil how many of us, with
the threat of~ final _grade hanging over our heads and our uriano11ymous "anonymqus
Class·size limited to 250 students for June-Jtily 1979
grading system" affording us little protec;tion, have gone up to a professor and said, "Your
. teaching stinks! Clean up your act! Answer some questions! Give us the benefit of your
experience and expertise_. Sho~ us some insight into the law so we c:an niake some sense
out of our reading, or I'm not coming .back to class -because my timP i~ better spent i11 the '
A~tive·participation-seminar style is geared to pe~mit
libi·ary reading a hornbook!"? Not many, I'll wager, not even me! ,.
.
access to the lecturer..
· \
·
We
'i:..
e
all
afraid
oflhat
final
gracle
which
will
determine
our.
r;mk
and
therefore
the
.
/
.
amount of help we:n get from the pl~cement office.
.
_
_ ..
.~ Take-home cassettes
for
~issed'classes
' ,,,,,
Fortunately; the last two <jlnd a half years at NYLS were nut all bad. There were '
*CPLR Home Study (6-cassettes)
for early.preparation
. Marshan Lippman (to whom I will always be indebted: I consider myselfluck'y .indeed to
.
.
have' made his acquaintance), Alice Newman ·and the Client Counseling Competition,
Hni11ai1 Right.~ and, of course, EQUITAS. Then there .are Antonio, and Vinnie the
Essay writing clinics where:essays a~e graded and
elevator
operator, rays of sunshine in the morning. WhQ knows, if I stayed till June I
critiqued ·
,,
.:
might have figured out what Vinnie says to me in Italian every morning. And, of course, .
there's Carmello,--~ho can pack more people into his phone booth than any college frat in
- . * Daily multiple.choice quizzes on the 6 Multistate . the country, Prof. Tracy, who is always smiling, and Prof. Silverman, to whom I'll
' subjects·and 30 NY. subjects whieK are ~aded, .recorded
probably always be-"Mfss Bone."
and retu.:Oed
·
.
' There are so-many good friends ·that have made the last two and a half years
/
pleasurable. At the risk of leavi~g out a few I'd like to ·name some like Bella Weiss- ·
MULTISTATE matetials with NY exception§ noted for
Duckman, Jo Schneid~r. Andrew Davie's mother Carole, Kay Burns, Marie Richardson,
self-testing and mastery of the tlmultistate subjects Linda Rawson, Sue Werther, Renee Libin, Rita Stein, Fran Betteridge, Elaine Reiss,
Jonah Triebwasser, Peter Scheschuk, Jerry, Weiss~ Lenny Ross, Maryjane Sclaf~ni and·
_which make QP 40% of the BAR EXAM.
the rest of "C': Section, class of '79
Here it is folks, a6 days to my last law school exam(that is, if the schedule hasn't been
- * Over ~500 pages of reyiew material
changed again), and I still haven't been to Galway's or the "Roof. Garden" - I feel
deprived! But law school has been like that! Oh, I have my "To Do" list a la Prof. Schain,
but I never seem to get to "cross stuff off." I'm always too busy with other thi ngs, so I save
.....
sign up by December 1, 1978
. them. My des~ ii buriecl in "To .Do" lists! As Jonah tells me, ! brought it all on myself,
. which is tru~. I coul_d have taken a more leisurely route to my J.D. and finished next June
Contact your NYLS rep!
with the rest. of my' class. But for me, time is of the essence and I opted to accelerate to
Jim O'Gara/(516) 485-8472
g raduate with the first MY A graduating class. Actually, the administration tells me that
I'm not officia.lly ranked-with them yet and won't Qe u·ntil a month after graduation. So
The'Pieper New York-MultiState Bar Review
. right now, I'm in a class by myself-· number ONE out of one. To those of you I leave
1539 Franklin Avenue ·
behind., keep in touch, and especially to "Battling'Section C," save a purple heart for meMineola, New York, 11501
- I'll be there in June.
,
.
'
_
_..
,
-Judith Waldman _
(516) 747-4311
. Alumni Editor Emeritas
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. by....,:P~f. Be~ard Schwarz _.
.
.
· · · .:_
- ,,,
· ,
·
·
Mexican migrants, Colombian,s, Dominicans with assumed identities, Haitian re- •
.
We qu~~tion ~e ~i~om· of the r~nt ~P.Qintment ~f two ne~ Assi stan~ . fugees; and Chinese and Greek crewmen . who jump ship are old i_rnmigration .
,._ Deans, one an Assistant Dean for Adm!ss1ons and the second an Ass1stantOe,an problems. But what about the-ilip side? Before we get there, a brief background is
, for Alumni Relations an~ :Development. We question these choices not because - necessary.
~
_·
,
· .
, ·
.
.
who or what the new Deans·are, but because of what they are not Specifically,
The immigration laws of the United States seek a comp1"9mise between essentially
· they are neither: members of the bar oor teachers__of the Jaw.. - ·
-. .
· three basic i~t~rests; famil1 un!ty, ~rot_e~tion ofth~ U.S. labor fo1~ce, and tl:ie legitim~te
· ' It has also come to our_attention that yet another Assistant Dean.will soon be n~ds of busmes~- ·In the 1mrm~t10n con~ext, this mean~ that_unless the pros~ec~we
· "rited to ork in-the office of our new Associate Dean William Bruce. We can alien h~ a _sufficiently cjose re_lative, he_will hav~ ·~o obtam labor cleai:ance, which 1s a
apJ>?•. - . w
.
,
.
.·
.
.
.
.
. determmat10n that U.S. labor 1s not available, willing, or able to fill a Job offered to an
~nvIsIon,_m the nea~ future~~at the Placement and Financial Aids offices, m an otherwise:able and available alien and that the wage offered is the p·revailing union wage
· effort to "keep up with the Joneses~" will also demand an Assistant Dean at-their for the job. Exemption from this clearance is provided for when a necessary close relative
_head.Where; oh where: does theever-burgeonlng and 1119re expensive bureau- exists. Thus an accomodation .between competing interests is theoretically resolved.
cracy of New Y9r.k !!aw Sc~ool come to-a halt? Will each little fiefdom of this Ho~ever, there are aliens w? 0 ~o not ~t p_recisely into this scheme, the wea)thy
school soon be. headed by an · Assistant ·oean? Will these Assistant Deans forE:igner, as well as t~e for~ign m~us~nal giant, _for exam~le. A met?od ~encan
.. .
. ,- .
.
.
.· · . ~. '"
busmess pas al~ ays protected 1tselfwith 1s use of the unport tanff, but foreign busmess as
become involved in '-the-_academ1c -affairs ~f this law school w1th~ut th~ pre_- an entity needs no visa from the Immigration Service except for its employees. By setting
requisites of having either teachjng·~xperience or being a member of the bar? Will up affiliates or subsidiaries in the U.S., such en,titites ~ in one sense better able to
we ~llow laymen•in_the ·1aw to guide 'the.future of this laiy school~ ·. · .~ :: . _ comp~te with U.. S. busi~ess inter~sts, by ayoiding import tariffs as well~ shipping costs ..
' Some will answer that other law scnools have non-attorneys in academic·anc:1 Secu:1-ng P~}1llanent VlS~ for its ~ec~ssary . employees and executives b_ecomes :a .
.;,
. .
.
· ,.
-· . - · . . .
relatively sunple matter smce the entity 1s the sponsor. But what·about the alien who 1s
admm1~trat1ve ~s1t1ons on the decanal level. We say that It IS t1me-tbat New York . not in business. overseas? For him, a forty thousand dollar investment may be the only
Law School stopped playing follow-the-leader: It's t1m_e New York.Law School answer. The "investor" .exception to the Labor Certification requirements of the
· creafed standards of its.own that others should follow instead of_blindly following - Immigration ~aws is this type o~i~grati?n c~se. ·
the mistakes·of the discredited past.
· _·"
· ~
., . . The reqwr~ments-ru.-e: .~ m_mmm!Il capital mvestm~nt of ~orty _thousand dollars, or
·
. - .
.
. . _ .
.
.
-proof_that the mvestor 1s actively m the process of mvestmg ffiat amount," and an
As more,and more_~ss1stant Deans ar_e appointed, w1~_!l gr_,eat~_r expense, employee who is a U.S. citizeri or lawful alien resident. This category is not statutory but
greater oveFhead;_an,d the inevital?l~Jncrea_sed tuition, We wonde·r if th~ Assistant regulatory. It was created on the theocy that one going into business for himself is not a
Deans·of NeYl"Yorl< Law SchQOI will become as common, and as-meaningless, as threat to the union worker's negotiated wage (unions fear cheap foreign Iabo_r and are thus
Vice-Presidents are i'n banks and public utilities. .
protected by the-labor clearance statut~). Thus, the ~lien ~ho has no ~lose relati~e a~d
_ .·
'
~~ ,_
- .
cannot secure labor clearance because his work expenence 1s not, relatively speaking, m
·
~
great·need here, but has accumulated at lea~t 40,000 dollars in capital can, ifliving in this
country -is important enough to him, risk this capital in a business venture he has never
otherwise been in; and thus achieve lawful residence. -Does it matter if he borrows the
· money? Apparently not, says.the State Department. But the roadjs not an ~asy one to
• •
0~·
;,-,.
..
Because of quota exigencies, there is at present-a two to three year wait for a visa
.. .for-tne Fall,' 1978 serri~ster. Because of_the'"change in academic calendar, travel.
in this category. Business failure is not unusual in such a time span and"the alien must still
this is our lasl issue for Fall, 1978. This is a sad occasion for EQUrrAS. because· be exempt from-l"abor clearance at the time he receives his visa or residence. The absencewe are losing our graduating Alumni Editor, J~dy Waldman.-We wish Judy, and all of this business will · bring the applicant back to. square pne, labor clearance. More
'-the members of the Jal')uary,, 1979-c ass, all .the best, and-hope they win'"remain importantly, how -will thealien work his business in the U.S. while he is waiting for his
visa? After all, he .is deportable and if arrested by Immigration and forced to leave, who
active in the law schOQI corrim.unity as alu_mni: -:
·
-·
·
·
Oh behalf of the entire -staff of EQUrrAS, I would lilce to wish all the students, ..will tend to his business?
Thus,
the
attorney
would
do
well
to
consider
other
alternatives.
The
investor
faculty; alumni; ·aoministrators arid friends of New Y9;k -LaW.School a happy and
exc~tion in this autpor's opinion-is ;:i last resort, and may .become a 40,000 dollar loss.
· healthy.Thanksgiving and~ joyous ·christmas/Chanukah/New Year's season~ _
However, if a treaty exists between the U.S. and the foreign country of the alien, for
. :
_ ·
.·, .. · . Jonah Triebwasser purpose of trade and/or investment, then the case can be processed with relative safety by
.
Editpr-iri-Chief securing an appropriate interim vi&_a while the quota catchesup·.
-:- ,. _
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Handicap,p,ed Student Files HEW Complaint
by Ken Small and Gene Szutlita
f~m Mr. Scanlort, she attempted to contact · not informing them initially of her con- ·
, A complaint has been filed wiU_1 the him by telephone but was unsuccessful. dition was because she :'didn't wish· to be ·
- ·u.S; DepartmentofHealth, Education and Eventually she was able to talk to a·staff stigmatized as a handicapped person." · - Welfare alleging _,,that New York· Law member in Mr. Scaitlon's office who . in-·
Her letter asked that she be allowed to
School has discriminated against a handi- · formed her that Mr. Scanlon was under the · person~lly present her. case- before the
~ by Seoti Batterman capped person in its. admissions proce·ss. impression that Ms.· Turkel was planning Admissions Committee. She w~ ·repor- · . The office of Career Counseling and
The complaint, filed by Judith Turkel, to take the LSAT again. _After having ad- tedly informed by Mr. Scanl?n some hours Placrrient is sponsoring a series of panel
alleges -th~t Ms: Turkel· wlis denied ad- vised the unidentified ·staff member. that · later that he had spoken t_o several mem- discussions on legal lifestyles. This promission to NYLS because ofa visual handi- she would not take the LSAT over, Ms. hers of the Admissions Committee.and that gi:air_i has 'been established to assist stucap known "Duane's Syndrome." ~ . · 1\irkei'received a rejection l~tter from Mr. - her request for a hearing was denied. After · dents in planning the d·irection of their legal .
In a telephone interview, Ms. Tur!_<el -Sc.a_nlon. She 'then.,._wrote Mr. Scanlon ask- , seye~ unsuccessful attempts to resolve careers and all students are urged ·to at~tated that she had applied for admission to ing that the Admissions Committee recob- .this_problem, Ms. ~kel filed a complaint tend,
the law school and had taken the LSAT in sider her case. Her request for reconsider- with H. E.W. alleging that the Admissions · · . The first panel · was held Novembe_r
February 1978. Ms. Turkel stated that she ation was followe.d by a letter from a second . Committee's failure to take her handicap· 9th, from 4:30 to 6:00, i:i the 5th floor
received a letter from -the then Director of doctor to Mr. Seamon which reportedly . into account in-its µse .of her LSAT scores conferrnce room of 47 Worth -Street. The
. :A.4missiorui, Anthony J. Scanlon, · stating verified the existence of her condition.
constituted discriinination again.st, the-h~n-· topic Was the practice oflaw in six settings,
that while the Admissions Committee
· _ After she received no response from dicap. Ms.-Turkel has since been-_a~cepted and h~d speakers from large and medium
found her undergraduate record to be "a Mr.' Scanlon, she met him.at his office. At at another law school:'
·
sized la\v firms, the Attorney General's offine_ one", the Committee deci<;fed to post- ' this meeting Ms: Turkel alleges that she
Scanlon De~lines Comment
. ·nee, tpe lnternal Revenue Service and the
_pone a decision on her application because· demonstrated her condition to Mr. Scanlon When interviewed, 'Mr. $carilpii declined Legal;Aid Soci~ty. _
.
~er LSAT -score was below standard. Ms . . and she felt that Mr: Scanlon appeared to to comment on Ms. Turk~l's 3:llegations. .
11he secons:I pan~l discussion _will be
·Turkelalsostatedthattheletiersuggested be Qnsympathetic with the ,nature of her Mr. Scanlon, however, did s4tethat "sim- ' held ·November 13th, from.5:00 to 7:00 on ·
that she take the 1.SAT again at its next problem, allegedly informing her that if slre ply because a pers1m is handicapped_does : the 5th floor:_ of 47 Worth, a!_ld the topic will
administration.
-· : ~'
were unable to' withstand the rigors of the not guai:a,ntee a position in the law school." .be legal practice in a large corporation.
Ms. Turkel then wrote a letter· to Mr.• LSAT, she might similarly be unable to He noted that while NYLS was "anxious to
, The t_hird panel will be-held on NovScanlon advising him of the· fact that she meet the demands oflaw school. Mr. Scap- , have applicants from various background!>, ember Hith, from 4:3Q~:OO, on t~e 5th floor .
suffers from a congen.tial ·condition known Ion was·also alleged €o have said that the the appliC;ant must still meerthe standards : of 47 Worth. The paneiwill discu:ss six legill
as. "Duane's Syndrome" ~d that·she felt A-dmissions C~mmittee had taj<en a11 ·fac- for aamission." In ~iscussll_lg the use oftest · specialties including tax, ·litigation, labor,
that this condition had caused her not to tors into consideration in making its de- (ple_ase turn !o page 12) . anti-trust and corporate law.
performaswellontheLSATasshemight cision. · ;.
·.
·
llli..l
oth~rw_ise ~ha~~ done. Ms_. ~kel statel · -~ Large~rint~A'.I'Sug_gest!!(l
.,,
~
_that t_his condition resul~ m.limit~d lateral ,
After this meetmg -and several phone
NYLS Professor Edward Samuels has · which ·the United l?tates is a . party.
_ : e~e __r.r~~veme~t ~d that It would therefore calls, Mr. Scanlon sug?ested ~hat- Ms. recently been appointed by Ambassador Samuel~ told EQUITAS that the primary
dumru.sh her-ability to.perform on a stren" "Turkel take-the ~e pr-mt v_~r_sion of the Richard D. Kearney to the United States · purpose of the treaty is to achieve a single
-- ~~~s exam sue~~ th«: LSAT. She furt.h~r LSAT.. ~s. Turkel mf~rmed Mr. Scanlon · Secretary of State's Advisory Committee administration of bankruptcy for corporate
m~icated _that m o~er .to· compensate for t?at this ~?u!d be of littl~ benefit to her on Private Intern.ational Law. Professor and individual debtors owning property in
this condition she had to move her. head smce her disease affected her eye move- Samuels and this committee will advise the bqth the United States and Canada1 and to
•,-lat:erally while reading_the _exam and t~t me~t and !lo~ her visual acui~y. 'Mr. S~n- Secretary of ~tate during the negotiation : provide fqr the enforcement of bankruptcy .
this proc~ure 'was more. tune-consummg Ion is then ~d to have suggested th_at ~s. · of a bankruptcy treaty betw~n the United determinations in both countries.
- - than scanrung the exam with her eyes. Ms. Turkel wnte a letter: tc;> the Adm1ssions States and the Dominion of Canada.
·P-rofessor Samuels is no stranger to
Turkel's.letter was accompanied by a doc- Committee explaining why s)le ~ tak~n
The· work of the group . consists pn- "- bankruptcy law as he recently wrote. an
tor's statement vetjfying the existence of the LSAT exam in light of her condition "'marily of meetings in Washington 'to con- - article .entitled "Unregulated Foreign
her condition and the eff~t that it would and why. .th~ ~mmittee was not ~o~ed sider and improve 'drafts of the t;eaty B~nks in Barikruptcy: Section 4 of the .,
have upon herperforman_!:!eonthe LSAT: of h~t ~ond1tlon_from the_very ~ ~ g . which are being prepared by negotiating · Bankruptcy Act and ·the ~posed BankStudent Says Scanlon ~nreachable • Ms: Turkel deliv~red this letter and_m- teams of both countries. If sµch a treaty ruptcy Act" fQr V~lume 23 of t_he New
After Ms . .Turkel rece1vedno response formed the Cormmttee that her reason for results from the negoti,ations, it will be York Law School Law Review.
·
. , the first international ban,kruptcy\ rea_ty to
.
. .. ~ Jonah Triebwasser
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nµmber of-people with higher averages. .
~.
V_ ·, ~I
L..
_ ·.
. The. basic thru,s_! of your letter~ that ,
Iii ./ i I.,. . I~ · '-il~I
the school is, in fact, two -Separate insti'•
·
·
··
_ DanielM. Chavez _
tutions - one day and one .night.1 must
1
Vice President .
respectfully reject this characterization.
.
."' :", ./ . . _ ..
•
~ Stude'nt Bar ~sociation ·
- We view the day_ and· night divisions as one - - - - - - - - - - - - - b y Susan W e r t h e r - - - - - - - - - - - _ .
Dear Mr. Chavez:
class a nd select accordingly. To base evenTeachers-to~be rhust student teach, doctors-to-b~ must intern, but lawyers-to-be are
- Thank you for your letter of 14 .Sep- · ing stud~nt sele~tiol} ui:ion three semesters · just let loose. It seems incredible to me that given th~ prodigious responsibility placed in
tember and the sentiments expressed . o_fwork, as you_sugge st , would be to
attorneys' hands, our legal education does not include·at least a·year of required legal
therein with respect to evening students. I rne_nt the selec:t 1?n proce~s, delay the mvi- experience. Not only would a practicum 'insure minimum competency in a practical
quite agree that evening students <?ffer a , ~tion of qu~fied ~ve~ng ·stu~ents and setting, but it would allow students to learn by doing and observing, a most potent form of
wealth of experience, maturity and dedi- generat~ disorie~tation m the middle_of an - leai-ning. Furthermore, the opportunity to rotate through various fields of law would aid ·
cation. As an evening student myself, I_ -acad~ic year.
...
,,
. ,-.,. the student consider-ably 1n making career choices.
.,,, ··
know of the contributions that students in
. 1th rega~d : 0 your m_put analysis, I .
The recent uncomplimentary words of the Chief Justice of the United States rethis division have made and ~ ma½ing to believe that tlus_18 som~ thi_ng th at should garding_the incompetence of many lawyers stung sorely. His r~marks should inspire ·
·. thislawschooL ·
•
·be the co~~ern of t he editorial bo.ar<l_of the educators to re-evaluate the pr~sent system of educating lawyers. I suggest we learn
, I can certainly understand. your con- Law.,,-~eview: an~ no~ the _SBA. Wh~le t~e from the medical model ofeducation~herein the student usually studies basic sciences for
· .cern with regaril t_o the selec~ion of Law SBA is certa~ly JUStifie~ m e~pressm? 1:s two years, then undertakes one year of clinical internships and then takes the fourth year
·Review candidates. Membe~hip on c?ncern ov_er ~he ~election ~rocess,_It is in a track exploring in detail the theory and practice of a medical spedalty. After a medical
- Review continue~ to be an invaluable aca- ~•mplynot_Justified_.~attemptmgto,dictate student graduates, but before he can be licensed as physician, he must complete one
de~c experience. The fact remains, ho~:_ 1,-"t~mal t~~- co~r:,utm_e~t, or as you de- year of internship and pass a national exam. To specialize in any one branch of medicine
~ver,. that while the Review attempts to scribe th em, mput policies.
requires further training in a residency program. .
.
extend invitations-to a significant ·number .
In passing, I ·might also· mention tpat · · A law school progr~ _could easily be based on this model. The first two years would
of qualified people, uniform criteria must any person desiring to jo~ Review wpo is be similar, with each student learning the .b~_sics in each area oflaw. The third year would ·
~ esjablished:
not selected on the basis of grades, is wel: find each student rotating through major areas of the law. After exposure to many
_
Since the law school maintains a stan- come to enter the writing competition diffe,rent areas, the_student would then be able to choose a field he would like to study in
· dardized first year curriculum and facµlty which ~we .hold' twice a year. - Indeed, the fourth year. A typical fourth year track might be called "Property Law-Theory and
- , exposure is substantially the same for day several of our editors are the product of . :e_ractice" and include · courses on ·Iand use regulation, real estate transactions, estate
and evening st1;1dents, our policy of estab- this comj>etition.
planning, ~opyrighq;, etc. This fourth year would combine classroom and clinical work.
. lishing a grade point average cut-off point ·
While I appreciate your.comments and
. · Exwriencing law in.stead of just hearing about it has a myriad of c1dvantages. How
seems eminently fair. To select on the basis understand your concern, I resent your many of us remember the .wealth of information we learned as summer or part-time
of percentiles, as you suggest,. would be to characterization of evening students· as : clerks? Having the chance to discuss real cases with practicing attorneys would
deny. Ca.J1didacy to those with higher aver-. "the victims of an arbitrary and discrimi- be a much more fruitful exercise than writing an exam and getting no feedback other than
ages simply because _of their division. Thi_s, ' - n;;Ltory selection process,. :.,, I would be a grade. By oI>serviQg the varied practice of law, each of us could' make a more informed
to me, would be '"patently unfiyr and dis- pleased to further discuss this with you.
career choice. Ultimitely, our clients would be served more skillfully.
criminatory•" .Your ~tio _!l?ld ~rcentage .
·
Very truly yours,
Practical e:icperience is too important an el~ment in l! law sch~l education to be_left up
analyses are sunply without merit because
Martin S. Hyman to the poi,sibility that a student will take a clinical course some time in school, or will clerk .
they would -serye to exclude a si~cant ·
Editor-in-Chief in law ofice. Practical experience should be a required part of C>ur education, ,

( Edi/,0r!s >wte: This-lette>:.was subm itt.ed to
.... ,EQUITAS as a letter to the edit~r.. J
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November, 1978

-_
_
by ,M'auro"Minerv.ini
_
-.
.,
It's Halloween night and I've got this.little matter of an_appeilate brief to write and . '
;ken rneker .
argtle before Judge' Reiii'a few weeks .. So instead.of going out Trick-or-Treating I'm · U J
u,
• v
_
,,·alkmg to t~e"Corner ;occatch a bus to-tbe~city. A.fewst~ps in fi:0J1t Q_fme the kid -~ho
-· ' . _usually makes fun of me for. carrying a shQulder bag is dressed up·as Darth Vader: His
. ·115:_:Wear :shoes. Alfiawyers :in .the big Wall ·S~;~et firms: whether part~ers or
little companion Just
caug t in a-cr~ss fire of eggs; got <shellea :,:-ou !'night_say:.At ~ny - as.sociates, wear-'Shoes, and many of the smaller firms follow this example: This should
rate, he looks-like the prefutunary stages ofan-omelet. On the other side ofthe·street;-a- apply both-t0°!llen aniwomen.
bunch of· Hispanic ~neighbothood kids hav~ ckes~d- up in ·uttle' toreador 'pants, _shiny
116. Don't spit on. the floor. While most firms do not actually· ooject to thit practice
shirts, anff soml!_reros. If one of them were only- carrying a trumpet they'd l~IH1ke a~ and it is true many senior partners in' big·firms are fam~~s for it, this.is a privilege of
miniature version. of-Herb.Albert and the Tijuana Bra,ss. "'---- . - ·_ - • ·experience': Firms think about £he-impression-you will make on future clients and·may be ''Hey Mikey," yells a pl~ little· tore~dor .whose one 'Yhite. ·sock is rolled do'Yn -:, reluctant-to take on a yom:ig_spitter: If the inter\.iewer m~es it obvious the job will be a around his ankle. "Anyfack?"
- .-_ - . "'
,
.., - . ~
- "back room''. one,jtJs proper ta,inqun_:~ about spittoons'. - ~ - ·.
_ - - - - - ·:
- . "Yeah," says Mike. "The old'lajy.on-th'e second flpoi::of3_15-just g-ave me fifty cents."
· 117~ Show up at the right place. µoingto the wrong office not~only_cr.eates confusion
-W]le little fat kid was fl~bbergasted. ' 'Re;tlly?"
, _ ..- . - · . : . - - , . • ·:.
,
. but also gives.an improfessional impression. The~'interviewer·at the proper place;-not
"Ay," says Mi~ "Ist h~ope Polish?" ' . _
- ·. ' . ·
.
- · - ha-ving you tQ. 1nterview~·inay be prejudiced against you;. p~icularly if there are other
A wave ofexcitment nms~through tfie group and-tbe i ry goes up, "Allright man, lets ~ applicants who.do go to' the right place. Also, it may be difficult to persuade the person
go: "Jfags jostling, they tighten thei!'sombreros and scurry down the block.. ~ > ~- - . _ ·.where you. do show up to inte~view yoti, particularly if there_are.no ja°bs available there.
·-;Mikey-now turns to-His friend
wlio is still picking eggs shells out -..of his- hair ands~ys:
· •- .118: While... the interviewer)s-imP(?rtant,·
don't
f9rget tne• impression youmake on'the
~•
'
l:-: •
.
''They, aj~'t gonna get no mQ!1ey, just"junk, candy."
· other m~mbers of the staff; {f you get the job these are the peopLe. you-will be working
' "How come.man, howdyaknow;" oomes the.reply.
"'
-~
wi~h. If they remember.seeing you-in the rec.eptiori are~ chewing on the magazines and
"Cause the 'pld lady fold me_she only
me the fifty cent~ bf:!c?lu'se she loved Star v.~itting ,vourself, this·.will ·be· difficult tq overcome-once you start giving ord~rs. Most .
··Wars-and saw it three times, besidessshe's my aunt!'
•°' - _.
large firms hire attractive female receptionists for obvious reasons. Men should avoid
.::Jt:figures." f tho~ght. "Even in Trick-or-Treat its who you know/ ' ~ .
.5 . . saying things like, "Hey·, Cookie,Jiow about you and I having a tumble.it1 the stationery
. -As thebus pulls into.Port Authority I'm slightly nauseous frolP having readtne paper · ., closet until the old geezei gets off the ppone?" Thi$ will he.deeply resented ...This woman ,
during tJ:ie,ride. f hold the banister real--tight on my way dqw°n.tlie sta1rs.
the-depths . considers·herself a professional, t«?o, · ., _
·•./ ~ betdwEighthAvenueth; !\traingrinds.toafialt,andipassup,severalemptycars'tositiI'I . .
-- . ' .'r
' . RisumeT.ips
-.
.
. ~ ,•
one witti, "aoout a dozen people. :At the next-stop, 34th Street, they 'all get QI.it. Suddenly,54. R_~ad ov_~r, your resume an~ make sure iqs z:ea:lly•appropriate for the firm that is
-- th:rougn ·tbE; middle door,____c:om~_this hobo.'who _Ioolci like Qua,simQdil auditioningfor. the_· goil!g·torecei~e it. _T hat part about -~pen~in? a summer doi~g volunteer researc:~ !or t~e
tock group Kiss. He sits right across:from me andbetween.s\vigs on a bottle'of Four:Roses _H5>use Committe~ o_~ Impeachment m-Washmgton may.sound fine for some places, but 1s
•fie sings "My Old.Kentucky Rome" Is~ _getting nauseotis_a;g~n.
'
.. · tfiat w~at yo~_really want to send to a fir.m like-Mui:l~e, Ros_e ,_ Guthrie & ~exander?.
.. At W.est 4th S~eet the old m~ looks up and no~ices ~e..He~~~me what.f'dofor a . , _·~55. ~ow ~bo~t when ~ou_fl~n½ec!, o~t of college and spent ayea: sle:pmg_on the.floor
· hvmg_ "l'Jtl ~ law student," I tell film. He rn:ughs all t_he way to Spnng Steet, When ~e :nd-panhapdling m ~he Vi~a~e~ Most._career cou~selors would ~ay you shoul~ put ~own,
· -:regains his composur.e-he te~ Ille if f·have tr(?uol~ finding wo~ fie'll take me in ~with _fiim ., ,._ · Pu:5uea non~truc~ure~ mdl~ridual. study rela!mg t~ eco~o":ically b~ed , ur~an mterwashing windsnields at red lights on thec'ornerofBroadway andHouston~He didn't have -_. perso~al relat10nships~ _An mt~r~ie':er rea?111g this will say: t_o hlml:lelf, probably
- a,ca~d.
_ : -~ -. · ~. ""-: ·- _, _ .;
-_ .
.
- _. _
_ '
p~qk:<1 ou.t~d \V~Und ~pp~nhandh~gm't~e 'V:1llage." Amo~~.rosi~~ve~prr~ach_would be
, Finally comes C,arial Street-and I quickly walk the few blocks to.N.YLS. As I enter the . to ch~i:acte~e this r_enoc! m your l_ife -as hustled for b~c~s. Th1s .w11l stnke a de~er,
· ·m .u-on
.-. t·.of .,r.,,1
. ::..- man
I -k.n9w
- •-1 1.:~-t
~ - cu t you , more
officers realize. - ., • -_
. -bm'Id"tng· l'_m- th. i"nkingoraI'glllllg
u,..ge Re, t;--he omy
ua can
. responsive
, . c:;hord than
. . most•placement
"
: up,.in-l3J nfferent-languages"-and tHree. tlialeets of Serbo.:-Croati@ without:liurting your
feelings. till-in ad~ Cgerin tlfe.eig,vatore_.. ''Nine, please", :
~-.
. ''Se~en," says lhe guy betrind me.
,-- .., - .. - _ .
· Suddenly another .&tudent P9gs into the elevator _in:a vecy classyBrookstBrotheni
suit.
. '.
-. .
• ' . -.__ .
. .
~- .
-.
"D~ve,"'says'the·guy going t!) Severf, ."nice slrit, whadjifoive, an interview?~. 't. ?'No,"~ays Dave,'•t~ve to JO to a wake after ~ills,~Tr-µ~ts am;! Future Inier~§ts." ..
· "W·ow ;-I'.m sorry ,":says Seven. "How's tlre j~\j hunt.coming, anyy.ray?" • ..:
;•weH;'!_says:ilave, ·"J sent_out 232 resumes and I go\ one reply.,,. ;·
·
...
An<iffe1t?" -...
- . : • . . .;:,
__ --~ • ·. - ·" - _-. · ""'·
,
7
·. - .'• No;" says Dav: " Jmentio~edonmy-resume that'J"worked as·a-security guard at th}! .
Me~dowlan'ds and this.guy waht~d to kiiow ,i f'fcpuidlielJ)'hi~ -g:~t season ~j{ets}or th~·
Giants/ '
._1/.'
;
• .c. ! _ •
.
Suddenly tne.:guy behin<lifte s_tarts' yellipgi "Seven! _SE):v.en_. '' -The- ~evi tor. stop§ at.
.
.
- serenapda'halfand"myst'o.mach.~tops_ateight: I'vebeencloset~.cealre~d_ytonight~uU
--I -M'.ine_'s
' '
eel sure that this' time J)n;about to.:be reintroduced to my dinner,·•Finally-oh nine and
- rkj
_
•• I : about.to.take a seat I'm accos~d by two of my buddies on the way out. ~
-- ·· ..-"Whereyouguy_sgoing?'' I as£
.'>-"*
~ ~
. ~..W,e're goingcrazy... you
come?'\ ;,·
..
_- .- . . '
- -~- .
•
(~k down the ~le only ~o cat_cli a ditty-looldrom ttie N. ~' Supp. . , ··. ' '
"I wrote _the book," I tell them, and we,trudge off... tliree ghosts on the Halloween
night:
--· - '_ -~,
•
· ;, ·
-~-·
-.-~ _
_
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· The N.ew . York, · R!Jblic J nr-erest Poughkeepsie .based program _to help or,
, Research · Group, Intr.• (NY:PIRG) has . ganize sup_port for,measuresj,o.insure pure
·
. announcecithat it is'accepting applications drinking water. · , . .
.- .
- _for inte.riisf.µpf duripg t~e Spring _semes' Special in!ernships_for creativ~ ~tus·-h
·
" __ ter. "0-ver,{ifty full a'nd):imt ti~I:! po~ti<ms clents interestaj in helping design po~ters,
_
. . are ·open," Donald ·: Ross; :- director of leaflets..and other graphics projects are •
. NYPIRG said. .
, , ~available in New-York City.
' - '._
. .
,
. . "Because -of--past__,. successes; we'.ve- : Students ihould apply for internships
fi
-decided to enlarge our Albany Legislativ:e. .. to/ NYPIRG Intertiship : Program, One
.
,..:..·
Program from ten to fifteencpositions and Columbia P-lace,Albany,,New York 12207. · to add.1 a five person· media•· interll9hip," · ~he -application ~letter. shQuld ijst.-scliool
Ro_~s exp½tlned. "The_ media interns will major and any· r_elevant extr:acurricular, or :
cover the legislature· an~ report on · de- •·work experience. · - , "
~' _
·velo~ments . fol;_ college an'd - CQ!!}Inercial· " The New Cy ork State Public" Int~rest
-radio stations _aqoss the state.~··
· -- :...:Research, Group,·1nc. ii N-ew,York State's •.
_ NY;PIRG also has New Yor.k'Ci~y:and largest ~tudent/citizen : action groug.
Buffalo internships available to monitor _NYPIRG'.s ·staff of attorneys,: scientists, the City Council and to work- with senior - organizers and 'lobbyi§ts -works with stu• citizens; Syracuse and Binghamton intern- . dents-to create learning·opportunites and
·ships t~ -work on food c~ps; ' ahd-·.,!i • bring about s~ial cl!ange·. e- ·

. .

-k Al-I Greek~-Past·r·1es ·_, r·1_mp _Kebo-_b·__·
Pas-::-.t1cho
,

*
*

·

(N.Q~ Open Sundays)

.n

*•

Same Prices for Lunch & Dinner,

Moussaka

.~Tel: -~7-6322. __,:. ..• - '.!

,

~

....
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Torino in northwestern Italy.· Its-high (i°3-14%) alcohol content dictates· a long aging

p·ocess to harmoniz~ its qualities, s~ by law the Barolo name may be given only to wine
kept at least threeyearsin oaken casks. Like most northern-It~lian red wines, Barolo is a

· da a.n-osto wine;-one that goes wel.l with roasted or grilled meats,-but Barolo has t he added
distinctiol) of complimenting truffl~s, for no explainable reason . .
. Bal'fiolino and Valpolicelia are a ,village and surrounding district, respectively,
dire~tly west of Verona. The red ~nes of the same names produced there have the
opposite aging characteristic& of Barolo. They are ready to _be drunk after only a few
• months of fermentation, and although Valpolicella ·is ·capable of developing some fine
t
.
- by Leon Yankwich
,
ppints with age,' the fr~shness that is solely a quality of Bardolino's and Valpolicella's
··· You are. a thircf:Year student; and now that you are an instanhuthority on the legal· youth makes a three-year-old wine from this area rate.
_
·.
~ aspects of e-ve1-ythjng, you i,pend less-and less time studying, ifindeed you study at all. : . ~.Bardolino is in most respects~ light weight version of Valpolic.e_lla. Both are rriade
I nstead -you'
.absoroed in ·purs~its mo~ challenging. Yo~senci out fifty resum~s a. . from the same grapes·; but Valpoltcella vineyards ~re planted di~ferently to produce a
week. You entE1r writing compelitions. You join eQUI'&AS at tlie lasf hour. You say higher sugar content, which in turn leads to the higher alcohql content required of
"heUo" to professors in elevators.
,
.
Valpolicella by law . ._There are tw2_ d_istinctions B~dolino and Valpolicella can achi~ve:
.
Your dues· will soon be paid; your career launched, and as you turn Qver NYLS- · Classico·may be added to the label ifthewine is made from grapes from small Classico
.adventures in your mind,.you admit.that you're.going to miss all those plucky advocates :;ub-c;1reas within their.respective production zones, and Superiore may be added when ·
who were in there flpundering with you and who will share,yoUl'.'triumph i_n May. And w_lio. tq.e alcohol COJ'ltent surpasses a·s~tutory minimum:
,
. sbmds out? Is it your drinking accomplice who y:ou could alwaysdunl(oveiin abasketball
. If Stranger prefers a white. Italian wine, you are working with definite limitations . .
game or "dump, the bitch" on in Hearts? Naw. The savior wnos~ -raised. hand in class Soave, Frascati, and Vei-clii:ohio are the three most csmmon 1mports, and although
signified an· automatic five minutes·of wasted time which gaye you a chance to read the produced in three distinct corners of Italy, are almost indistinguishable in flavor. All are
next case? No. It's the Disarming Stranger who remains about the only person in your very light-bqdied, _pale- apd dry, and have so little flavor that this is cited as a virtue iri
class you didn't meet. The one you were always on the verge of speaking to but didn't. The Italian white wines.,
.__
.,
.onewho would alway§! sit·across from you in the hbrary when you--had a !Jlemo due the
next day·and disrupt ·your studies with his/her·presence alone. :., · ·
Your mind drifts and you recreate Stranger's image: Those long legs. Those sculp-·
turesque sho~ders. That olive skin. That acguifuJe nose, shinipg brown hair, and th,ose
sparkling dark eyes.
-·
,
·
, ·
_..:_ ·
. - :
~- · A musical laugh dissipates tl:ie reverie and your-vision focuses on the·very inspiration
- for the dream.:· Disarming Stranger has once pn positigl,led. him/herself disruptively
acros§..from-you and_chuckles.at anarticle fu EQUITAS. 'This Yankwichguy sbys me,'.'.
s/he explains:
.
.,...
.
.
.
Y pur mome~t has come. Grasping the bull firmly by the horns,- yoµ blurt, "Instead of .
reading about wine;-why.dpn't we get out of here-and.share a bottle. I've wanted to meet
you f'or a-whife,- anyway."
~ '
·
'·
. Yoyr honesty has. extinguished the skeptical expression th~t was forming on hisiher
brow and fias made u for the desperation in your voice. -Your invitation is accepted. ·
Fighting off · ·ghtmarish memories .of past wine-bµying . fiascos witnessed by __
Impressionable~companion, you mentally try to settle on a wine you're sure.Stranger will
like. Appraising his/her Miclielangelian feature::; once'again: it suddenly hi~s you that your
guest must be Italian. Surely an Italian wine is the choice.
·
' · ' . .·
·
This makes your task sjmple, because
. ·· ·
u ryave liv-ed·there has been only
one Italian .wine that you know of:
. This mea
ou can forget all the rules that
clown, Yankwich; wrote·down a
· rench wiJ!es and t
·ng humiliated again
if Stranger kn · Fran
w
Companion did.
"How_a ui · e
·an.wme'r'·y ouaskeonfidently.
.-JStl!IWililllr sriille-s . thusiastically. "Marvellous. Which om(!"
"Chianti --0f eou
" ·
''How_about V alJ!olicella or B~li~ t •-.. . .
"Uh ... "- . ·
~
.
t~:.9:"ieto? Soave?':.., .
. _,.,,_

Beyond Chi~nti
are

0

CHIANrI. CLASSICO

_deno~na~one _d'origin~ controll'!:~~

"But Chianti is fine. Let's get a-riserva."

•

--

.Yop poor, ignorant wretch. You have justjUJ!IP,ed

frying pan of F_renc
· · · to the roiling-inferno of I
. ·generally
r.t e smallest areas within
h they Were made, Italian wines
d for wns, vine · sand regions whicli often ve nothin g to ~o with the. wine.
are
ed after.
· · cies o~. iu1W- used,
me have nonsense names
·- ·
R.1. 321-81·
·_
Imbottigliato all'origine dal viticultore:, 1 o. '
("B.
o"= "~harlie's be ' . , and sti_y~~-fmifl1d
r m_ore thap one name.
LAPO MAZZEI ·.
"' · · ~ere seem.to.be no unifying rinciplE!s and few national co
s; ~though ~thin a
Castellina
in Chiaziti - Italia
single district a wine may be ve strictly regulated. The onl_y c
ort to Am~rican
consumers is that the -Italian wines · lg internationally are also the m t controlled, and they
fewe ough-in number to be einorized. ~ecause ! can't~each Y a labeJ-reading
. -Soave; the best-selling) is produced -on the other side ·o f Vero~a from Bardolino.
·system for learning .something' a\)o
e origin·aJ1d quality 6f1talian . es, I'll simply
Economics and mass marketing havenad a lot to do with the quality of the Soaves you will
...., discuss the ~ev..eral wiries you are most· ly to run across on your maiden ncounter witq- choose from. Because 'aging give; Soave a little fullness and color, it used to be a common
• Disanning Stranger. ~
·
·
,
practice to blend- about:-15% over~aged Soave with new Soave so that it would compete
_ First, Chianti. You are not alone !fl b41~in
b:iliai~ in
favorably with fuller-=bodied wines. When mass marketing firms (e.g., Bolla, Ruffino,
synonymous, -but Italy in fact ·Prod~es hund_ s of~ re<! an~_white-wines which ~ Bertani) created a sufficient demand-for the-cleaner, unblemled Soave, the practice was disChianti.is simply the most .familiar.~hianti_is
uceil w,, -r,u {~y just S!JU ·
n tied, butthepriceofSoavestillhadtosµylowenoughtokeepconsumersfromforsaking
Florence and has a heritage dating back to the 13th ce
~ gfiially made in only three
it or more full-bodied wines. ·Smaller firms now ·compete in the unblended Soave
small districts, -neighboring winemakers- adopted the
as'. demand jumped. .The m ket by using produclion shortcuts which yield weaker, if not infetjor quality wines.
- : production zone spread until a governm~ntal clec~ in 1
clearly defined the Chianti , You
·t buy famous-brand, top-price Soave, therefore, to be ·assured of quality; but at
ai:ea, and .the use of.Dinominazwne di O!1-!Jine Controlla
·
, similar. to the· this price
illbepassingupmanymoreflavorfulandcomplexwines.
·
FrenchAppellationControlee(A.O.C.J,hasbeeninstituted·toprotectth trueChiantis.
Verdicchio
rocluced on the Adriatic (eastern) coast of Italy and may be slightly
This, however, is only the _beginning. In 19'24, the producers of th · ermost six more flavorful than
or more bitter, or both. Their prices are as close as their tastes.
Chian i-producing !'.}istricts fromed a conso_rzio (''.!!ommittef:!'') to distinguisfi t ·r iant~ ,
Frascati is interesti
because it is ften singled out as the classic example of a
from the outlying districts' wine:··Tlfey created the famous neck band showing e llo -· "homesick".
Ve pie nt and v.ersatile in its native foothills south of Rome,
·11ero, or· black rooster, which may ·still be seen ·toaay . .The decree of 1967-·gav the ·Frascatrdo
ell, d imported samples may be too flavorless or too bitter .
consorzio districts the right to name their wines "Chianti Classico," hut tnost o
. With
I y's contribution to white wine would be rather forgettable
produceh. still apply the gallo , iero band_as an extra guarantee of the authenticity o
t for a urth white win ,
ieto, which-makes up for all that its bro~hers lack. There
theit:-Chianti Classico wine.
_Chi~ti changes drastically when 11.ged in casks before a two · ·etos, abboccato (semi:sweet) and secco (dry). The ahboccato, produced in
oottling. Ay01,mg.Ch~ti1s-ready to'drink with a Y,~ar or les3 ~n the c!15k. H;ereJt !:as a sp ial deeR . s fro.in almost rotten grapes, has received raves since the sixteenth
characteristic tang which Florentines say "kisses and bites" the drinker. The fll_lvor and cen ry: More<;> the secco is pr_pduced· today, however, in respon~e to consumer pre. texture mellow quickly, however. A two-year-ola Chianti is a totally different wine, and . fere e. The ric olden color and complex flavor of Orvieto are in sharp contrast t o, and
by law tne distinction vecchio ("old') may be added to its label. All Cl~sicos-must be two perh ,.. a we , deliverance from the pale, fe:itherweight Soave.
·
years old at least. A Chianti that has aged three:-Jears has gonE:._from bright ruby u..color ·
, 0 y. your_Disarming Stranger hasn't detected your lapse, you may still be able to
to almost purple, the taste strong_and dry _to delicat_e and . vejvety. Three-year-old pul
is o l'v~ _loaded you with anecdotal ammunition. Toss out a few bits of Chianti
Chiantis may use the descripti~n riserva, and this is wha! Stranger referred to. ·
- hist ry,. te\ per this with a few Bardolino/Valpolicella distinctions, snub a few bottles of
_ Baroloisanotherredwinetha4tou·arelikelytoencounter. Referrootoasboth''t~e· S ve a
Frascf!ti,"'then drive hard for ap Orvieto. Your guest cannot help but be
king of wines" (for its quality) and !he "wine of kings" (for its popularity with ~he 19th res d, and a new friendship, irrigated by the delightful Italian wines, will surely
century-ftouse of ~voy\ !J~loj~ P~l!~ed ~-¥ _13 ~ttj~ _mid~a;y-0~tw~n-~~oa ~d · b ,
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CoJllm~ity-Qriented B~J. George,-Jr. Elected Trustee
by Cecilia Bl~u .
the organized bar to limit admissions to iaw parison . with ot her countries can be · inProfessor B.J. George, .;Jr,, President
school are going to be successful.' !'I'm . structive."- He s_a ys that "in Japan and
· of the SouthwesterJ'l Legal · Foundation,
essentially a free enterpriser in that re- Western Europe, and I suspect, it's true in
was recently elected to the NYLS B ~ of
gard,!' he stated. ''We don't tell people that other parts 'of the world, perhaps only_a
Trustees. ·Prof. George has been Dean of
because we're not hiring ,any eiementary 'minority of -persons ·who · graduate with -:
Wayne State UDiversity School of Law,
school tea~hers,' .or.journalists are very what appears to be a iaw d~gree expect to
Associate Director of the Practising Law
. hard t o place, we're going to let-in say one practice, or are expected to practice. That .
· Institute, and has taught at the University .
and a half times t!_ie number of first year legal education is viewed as ,excellent edu- .
of Michigan School of Law, N. Y. !J. School
students, the base--being the number we cation -qua e~:lucation. " Germans "wlro are
of Law, Yale Law School, Tokyo" Uni- .
can place foµr years later, and I don't know not interested in law practice as Americans '
versiti an_d Kyoto U Diversity, and was
why we should purport as qniversities_or view~it-siµiply go out for placement in corFulbright lecturer and translator of
fa'!V schools to say we're only going to take a porations or government. In ..·J apan, "it's
Japanese in comparative law and criminal
set number of students plus the percentage exactiy the sa!"~ thing."
·..
. representirtg attrition.". • -With regard to career counseling, ,he
procedure.
..
.How ·does one assess this new trustee
Prof. ·George ~would ' like to see the feel~ t hat "in law schools today, Y,OU probwho•arrives 35 minutes early for the interTrustee B.J. George, Jr.
transition· for those who want to become ably ought . to loo}{ mQre , at -counseling .
view and waits quietly and patiently in the case that the intern is assi~ed." .
practicing attorneys brought out in the law faculties -themselves and law school
He blames lack of ·funds and insuf- · open and regulated effectively, ,as, for administra tion would -have to come to acreception area for the reporter to ~how up?
Easygoing?. Agreeable?, Not necessarily, if ffcient mterest on the part of ~he legal example in the English Law Society. He cept the idea that everybody coming out of~
one sees the .fire in his eyes when he talks community for ttre _paucity of clinical pro: wants to· reevaluate the assumption; "for
law program is not going to be a lawyer
about where responsibility fQr. decision ~ams
this country. He compares_the, probably over a hundred years now, since · in the classical sense."
.
rests.
U.S. to ' Germany an.!l .Japan· where they the Langdellian system got started -at
.hof. George believes it would be us~Wha t· becomes increasingly apparent, have..good programs for peopie holding law Harvard; that · we'll put people through ful for law schools to conduct . a form of
however., is that with over 25 years ex- . degrees who want to go on to the practice of three yea~ of law school and they1ll come market survey to find out what h~ppens to
' .
.- .
-. ·
· out, fake a .pro forma -examination, _and theirgraduates·1, 3,5,10or20ye arslater, _
perience in l~gal educatipn, this man has law.
. vision and biases,..but his feet are planted
Prof. Geo.rge thinks it's the respon- _they're . all qualified - basically fit to in order to improve current placement serfirmly in reality.
.
_
sibility of the' organized oar to ''include an handle clients' aff!rirs." •
vices, but this would have a_considerable
'
Supports Evening Division
adequate period of transitional training; a
What he would hlce to see evolve over price tag attached. Again, a problem would
Prof. George feels that particularly in period. in which law schools are-involved · · the years would be "a recognition that legal be the allocation of scarce resources.
urban areas, "legal education should be but not in control." To some extent, private education has many justifications, and, in . . \Yhen asked.about ~tudent input reavailable quite flexibly to qualifie<l people," law firms and public law agencies devote effec1, begin to recognize, to a degree, garding decisions of .the Board, Prof.
providinpevening programs, extended timetotr-ainingthepeopletheyaddtotheir tr-ac~s within-law scl!ool m.: in cooperaton George answered that as a .newcomer, he
progrcllllS and thelike._A law school should staffs. _"But that still leaves a great many witli other branches-.of a university." This could·not speak for what the Board would
be sympathetic to "people who are com- law graduates who want "to practice law would be to lie a ·legal program_. with an ~r· would not do, bu·t "as ari in, ivipual, I
pelled to earn_a living while going to' law who get"no help in the transition period.'; · M.B.A. program, a public administration· hav.e always tried to operate on the pre-· .
school.. :within the limits of the accrediThis problem, Prof. George- feels, combined curriculum, a scientific ·research · mise that before making a decision, it'.swell
tation standards." He deplores the move- "may po$S1bly emerge more forcefully if we ·admiriistration- program, ·or other etlu- to know the reactions and feelings of those
ment.; away from having eveitlng"divisions find t-hat the law schools -of the country cational P.rogram. ·~
-0
who may·be directly or indirectly affected
in a num,ber of schools:· indeed turn out more J.o·. degree holders
. Prof. George Compares the U.S. by a pending decision or policy of some
Prof. George comes with a bias in favor than the practicing profession can absorb."
.· ...wit!J. Europe and Japan
sort. My own preference is to play things
of conµnuing legal e<fucatio_n involv~nt.
He_doub~ th~t eff9~s on the· J>a11,. of ,
fmun.,1 ~f. George feels, "A . com- ., pre~t~ _p'iuce _,o.u t tr_i _the, o~n r the_~ t han ,
'He think"'s_it's'"advantageous when there
·
·
· ·
close to the vest."
·
· .are contjnuing legal education programs Where would an ex,-Marine. an author
Wi th regard to his new appointme~t
s_ponsored ~y a school, to open them up.to of a loflbook._and a former
,· ·
·
~ . as trustee, Prof. George stated, "If I !'!ave
students~ withfn limits of available space · one'overriding ambition, it's toward excelCon_gresslo~ Candidate choose to
which is: a' good-opportunity for students open.a bar wheE they don't Uke to
.
.•
~ , Jenee of undergraduate !~gal education,
interested in the subject matter of a par- walk more than a hundred yardsfrom:
Open 2<1 hours a day through 1,1nd ther~fore,_I would expect to back anyticular course to see how the practicing their OWJ!.~oorsteps to have a drink? ·
. Prohibition, run another 40 -thing that moves toward that goal whether .
profession~Yiew~ ' current problems and
· Yl:<lrs by th~ original Puffy · i.t s library resources, pr whet~er it's stanhQW they react to current pmblems." He
.. , and company, ~he revivified dards for faculty employment and prorhothinks law schools-spould encourage such-:'P&IFFY0S/ TAVERI\I tion, or whether it's the adoption of new
attendance by students.
.
has been restored to what' programs, or counseling, or anything
must ltave been its original i lse." .
·
Favors Clinic;
. 193O's-Deco jltmosphere....
J:urth~rmore,' Prof. . ._George . favors
. Inexpensive, with a quiche
·more attention to clinical education. He
Puffee and a fine cl;lm chowcfer,
sees "an obvious falling a; ay of interest in
and the most unusual, Eclectic.
-- ·. __ 81 Hudson Street
the traditional case system of courses in the
. · Jukebox in this or nearly any ·
second year, and it may even rise to the
':' corner Harrisonnelghbor_hood~
level of epidemic nausea by the time of the
,·
/
final ye;µ-." He sees n~ difference between,,
medical and dental· clinical education arrd
.
.
legal clinical education: "ff it's 'going to be
Open·sp.m.-4a.m.
~on~ay
through Ftiday,
true eaucation; it's got ~ -involve a very
Knowing how to write answers the way Bar Examiners
8p~i:n.-4a.ril.
Saturday
·and.Sunday.
- want to see them written can make the crucial differsmall ' trainee-facultY, or supervisor. ratio,
"---------------766-9159 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,,.
ence. and -a close. working _relationship on every

a

the
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'BAR EXAMS:
AREN'T LIKE .

LAW SCHOOt
EXAMS

.

'€lasses t>f- 19'79 aiid t~80
,

.

.:.

Hundreds of students from NYLS have been convinced
that what th~y learned at THE KASS PROBLEM
ANALYS IS CL IN !CS Wa:! essential to their success in
the Bar Exam.

.

are
.

.S
-

~o_ii~a-y .and ~uesday, . No:y~111h:er 20th-·a nd 21st
8th Floor -~ ·5 7 ·w ·o rjh Street -1 i A:M.
7-_ P .M.

to

• Why not ATIE ND T HE F IRST CLINIC ABSOLUTELY FREE on J an. i , 19i9.
Six Sundays, starting J an. i, 1-4 P. M.. in the Hotel
N. Y. Sher.ilon, ithAve. &56thS t., 1:1·Y. C. FEE:$90.
l ' ndergr.iduates can attend our J an. 19i9 & June 1979
.series,-On g~aduation, Upon payme nt of only or1e fee.

A TOTAL OF 16 DIFFERENT VERY DIFFICULT
ESSAYS WILL BE COVERED IN EACH SERIES.
For further information
contact:
LOUIS S. OLENICK ·
(ev~ing agent)
or
KASS PROB.L EM All/AL YSIS
CLINICS'
27WilliamStreet, N.Y.C.
(Wh. 3-26901
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T~-uman·and the Steel Seizure Case.
. The Limits of Presi~ential Power. By
- Maeva Marcus (Columbia University
• · Press; $14.95). This is the story behind
· Yo1i11gsto11m Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyet, .·
the culmination of Harry Truman's urtsuc6y Denni~ Stukenbroeker .·
cessful,-and, a,s it turned out, uriconstituOK, so' you were never a ,cop, private
tional,_attempt fo stop a strike and get steel
eye,· doctor, seldier or cowboy. Now you
to our boy~ iri_K9rea. .
.
have a TV series aboµt you.~w-student. It
Truman's seizure, under the banner of
is ~ed Paper Chase.
,· ·
war necel?-sity, had a good measure of pub:·
From the· movie of the sanie name, .
.
.- . from th'e ·book of the same name·, by M~
lie support -for a wide variety of political
- law prof John Jay Osborn, Jr., the saga of
· reasons. -He did not expect that it would be
· the first year law stud~nt ~lly comes to .
shot down by. the Supreme ·court. The
the livTng roofiis of Americ_a. Or does it? ..
court had been created entirely by himself
Hailed- before its debut as··an inteland · his · predecessor, ·. Franklin D.
lectual.bombshell, it!i_ de~ise ·has peen pre~ .
Roosevelt.
dieted since the season opened. At l~ast ,the
But the .court, .a curious mixture of
thirteen episodes ·sch~duled to ~ ~fi:lmecl
professors and p()liticians, decided the pre.. . will probably be shown. · . ·
:·. . · :. : _
·sident was exceeding his authority in at- ·.
-- ·
Since law students do very little extempti~g to legislate. ~
·
·
· cept stuay and _bitch, it's difficult to .guess
· The--steel seizure case is basically a
- what the creators th9µghtthey could make
problem of what happens when the three .
· a series. oµt of. The •first episode was
powers of government-don't remain sep~ ~~~ally the-mo_vie with<_mt the na~ghty .
.
. .
·
,
.
(photo/CBS)
arate out start colliding with each other.
· Since then, • Student Hart (James
In a dreantsequence the TV Contracts Prof. (John Hou~map) explains
Ms. Marcus accepts the traditioQ_al premise
Stephens) has bee_n run over tjy the ' preHawkins vs. McG~.,
.
,
that this is- "one of the 'great' constitutional
sident oflaw rev-iew, defended a fellow stu,,-. and Eis_e~~rg_, but students should be passes the bar and ·g ets· a job in this really •law cases," which has had a "significant
dent at a disciplinary. hearing using con- wary of citmg tqe shg_w. In ~t least .one posh L.A. law firm, right? From there you influence on the development of constitract law and be:come involved with a mob instance, the,casein-class was·rewritten to can_go anywhere. ~
.
tutionallaw." ButJ1er·book points out that
'lawYer's daugliter:, among othei:.._things. . .., tit t_}ie plot.
·
·
. ·He handles evidence iil.·court as well as it was a .peculiar product of its own time; ·
· · , 'I'hehuboftheshowis$tudentliart1s · ,
Butinfact,fheremaybedarkerforce$ some .real lawyers' but takes tfie worst ·placeanapeople.'
··
des~i-ate desire to please the austere and , at work here. We're led to believetbisJs an depositions y.ou've ever s_een .. He .µ_so
, ,
intractable Professor . Kingsfield (John intellectual.show about Hart's relationship . · wearsgodawfulsuits..
Ms. Marcl..!s attempts to trace all the
Houseman, recreating his Academy , with Kingsfield in' the quest for the law and
various forces, historical, individual, poli-·
.Awar.d winning movie role) .. ·The Kings- . social' status. I:fuwever, remove the law
. Kaz is Ron Leibman, a .lean, mani~ · tical and legal, that led up to this Supreme
field charact~r is obviously sociopathic, but . facade and Hl~rt•s groveling obsession be- ~ actor with eyes like ball bearings. Leibman Court case dealing .with _the limits of presi- ·.
3,pparently this is CPI}Si~ered accep~ble comes less like ~hat of student to mentor helped create the series; and is able to bend dentia.:L power. While the research is exwithin the context of a law school. The than one of sado-masochism. Is the real it to his advantage, allo~g him to create tensive, ·she is not dy~ainic writer and an
show' also stI"?ggles_ to pi:oJei:t ;,an ~vy~ m~ssage ?f Paper 9hase su~liminal?one o_f the_ most individualistic c~ar-acters ,idequate synthe~s is missing in the nar~eague m_entali~y w~le filming on location
_ \BS other law ~ho~ thIS season, Kaz, . on pn~e ti~e.
.
· , . .
. . · rative. The background of the union
m South~rn C3,lifornia.,.
_ .
. do~sn t pr~tend to d1;lg i~ apchortoo ~ep~az, hke ~ost TV )awyers, only has troµble ; which precipitated the att~pted
. The _Prod~~ers state.Jhey ?OP.El to IID- ly 11: reality. Theres_thIS con, see,. w?o , ~n~ chentat a tim_e and st1? seems ~o make a nationalization, is the most readable part.
part a little law ½> tl'!e audience. T}'ie studies la~ by correspondE:nce school while . hvmg, but Leibman 1s funmer than
_ Dennis Stukenbroeker
· writers .have been issued copie~ of Fuller • he's in the,slammer. When he gets out he Raymond-Burr:
..
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Handicapped StudeAt~..

-and ou-,, reasonable .pl'ices ..-,
haven 't ,_chanl;ed ·in 2 _years

.._
. ,··

.•

•

="'-

..:~ c~1s1ne

. .·--_- ~ocktail lounge : ·
'

/

. BEST· PRIME:RIBS in. town
-~FRESH EXCELLENT -Fish .& Seafood
CLAMS ~CASINO . STEAK.DIANE .
-·

i

•n•n•11•11•11•11e1,e11e11•11•11•11•11•11•11•11•11•11•11•11e11e11e11e11e11e11ei1e11e11e11e11e11e11e11e11e11e11•

.• * * *
I

I·

Brite Duy Discount LiqUors ·
_ ,. 27 5 . Ch~rch Street ·
I

.
* *·* •

... and·m uch more.
'Sft and relaxJn ·o ur ,beaJ!.tiful sidewalk cafe.

-. ·

Store Hours: 8-6:30 Mon.-Fri. .

~13 7 FRANKLIN ST·.

1·

Lo·w est ~New :York Prices

•I•

NO FRILLS!
Vodka & Gin -f~om $3.92 a_qt.
Rum · & Rye from $4.05 a qt.

corner West B·r oadway

. 925-7822.·

FREE PARKING . .- 11:30 -a~ to 10~30· pm mon~fri
AFTER 6 EM-·
· 5 p~-to 11 pm on:saturday·s

10% off with NYLS.ID ·card

,.

( continued from p(lge seven) ·
~ of granting inaividual iriterviews it would
scores of handicapped individuals, Mr. not attempt "to stop.someone·from appearSca~lon said that the law school adheres to ing before it." •
· · :
. the procedures set forth'in the Law School
. HEW Refuses Comment
.
Admisssions Bulletin which.req(lires·an inOfficials at 1:LE.W, refused to com.dividu'~w ith a handicap to notify ho.th the ment on Ms: Tur.kel's co·mplaint or any of
school and the officials at the Educational the investigatory procedures that H.E.W.
TestiQg System:before _taking the LSAT. migbt take in assessing it. Another source,
Mr. Scanlon further stated that if ETS de- however, did indicate that in cases alleging
cides to accomodate the. handicapped indi- discrimination. against ·the handicapped,
vidua(, the i~w school will usually abide by H.KW. · wlll investigate to determine
it: Such arrangements, Mr: Scanlon noted, . whether the complainirig party is in fact
must be "worked out with ETS."
·-handicapped an·d whether the respondent
_ · NYLS~s admissio?s ·policy for handi- . did discriminate against that individual becapped persons, Mr: Scanlon noted, is that cause .of-the handicap. The source· further
"the school is ahyays interested in h~ving indicated that if a violation were found,
. interesting persons -and t_hat it would be H.E.W. could order compliance with fedhappy" to recruit handicapped students." eral guidelines pertaining to handicapped
He .further stated that the Admissions . persons and that failure to comply with this
Committee -attempts to make the adniis- order- might result 'in .the withholding of
sions.process "as humane as possible" and ·federal educational grants and federallythat while the Comn:iittee was not in favor fimmced loans.

,"-.

~

,.f5:00 .JJ.}((. 'till closins) .

•

I
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!·
•

~

1

10% Discount on cases of wine

I

•I•
I
I

•i• FOR·· F~EE DELIYERY PHONE: 233-4280 ••i
'
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· lits_Collegef~w Sch·~o1 C·0mbo f in~IIY Arrives
by _Jerome Lee and Priscilla Marco _ their second and third years it the la\l

· __, · · . ·.
, legal studies program for the country, alThree years after its conception the school.
though it's too early tQ tell if the hope will
_Program in Urban L~gal Studies has
..:. Although the objectives, of the pro- '
be realized." _
_
·
' finaJ!y arrived at NYLS. Fifteen students , gram were -'Yell-founded, the day to daJ
Membe~ of the program who are now
comprising the joint venture between the operations were not..There was a need for
NYLS· students . have · expr~ssed satislaw school and the City College of_ Ne~ • academic guidance, fund raisj11g and overfaction with the courses. and t'eachers but
. York are .part ort~e -first ye;µ- entering all direction.- It appears that this need wa:s .
feel they are far-. from perfect. Aaron
class.
. ·
met with the apP9intment, 'tast year, of
-Frischberg, a first year _student, . said,
' There·are_ma~y different views as to Haywood Burns as, Chairman of the pro"NYLS has good clinical programs, 'but in
its purpose, but all who are involved in it . grain and a generous bequest of 1.5 million .
order to be·an urban law school it has to be
realize_tha~ the program has enormous po- dollars by CCN,Y alumnus Max Greenberg . . .
committed to c hanging t he powerless positential f.or the_!aw scltool-and the -legal com- will help in alleviating some of the financial
i
. tion of people in-the urban ghetto. We need
7
munity.
..
·
" •
'
. worries of the program:
·-·
more courses which address such change
The Urban Legal Studies Program
NYLS's continuing com111ittment ·to ·
strategies. " -~
began as part of the Urban Educational the s uccess aha development of the pro.Model of Robert Marshak, President of grc1m has been of concern ·to participants.
· Janet Alba~o' feels that ."results of the
_City · College. NYLS Dean E: Donald Of the 26 whp applied from the first class,
program are going to tak~ a-Jong time. I
Shapiro and the law- school became ·in- five went to other law ,schools and six were
· wonder if it is•possible, ·by becoming urban
: volved at,- the·- outset, -The project was , rejected. One individual who was rejected
·lawyers, to improve people's lives -and
designed to cq_mbine a -liberal arts edu- was ·successfully placed in another la_w
. change·thepowerstructure."
cation with a legal education, the objective ~chool.
~
,
, (photol M. Hofer) - Urban Legal Studies students_ appear
. being a more humane approach to the
Pean Margaret , Bearn, who repre_
Prof. Simon
.
to feel more comfortable in law school
study of law. ~s a 1ajx year progrciffi it sents NYLS on the E_xecu~ive Com~ttee, faculty member who has taugnt three sue- fhan tbe average entering student. Mike
· .-fl_liniinates 'the senior year of college, giving feels that "the program is attracting better _cessive classes of students in the program, Coritsidis, a first year- student at NYLS,
students committed to pmcticing in legally and better students who will be able to said "I feel_that students coming into the feels that a: lot of the pressure is taken off,
under.-servic'ed · urban communities a · keep pace with NYLS's rising standards law school with a commitment to urban although, ."I think there is a big difference
chanc~ to follow a specialized course of and will turn out.superior lawyers." .
communities add.variety in terms of back-__. between being a full-time law school stustudy.
·
- Professor James Simon, a NYLS ground_andideas. Itcouldbeamodelurban dentandjusttakinglawcourses.'' .
In orde·r to _enter the progrc1m at City ·
·
·

~hr~:u~~

- ~~~g~i;~u~:~!i:~~cl~~:
rently attending-college and ha;ve fewer
thaq :32 credits and a B ay_erage are also
eligible. Candid.a tes are requi~d-to submit'~
three ·1etters of recommendation, ,go
through a battery ofexams, and entertain a
personal interview conducted by teachers
- and students in the progrciffi. An ~ement between Urban Legal Studies and
NYLS. approved by the New York Court
· of Appeals, enables students to take law
school courses as undergraduates· and
·exempts them from taking them aflhe law
school. This seems nafoial as most ofctl{e
law pro(essors at Urban Legal Studies
m_e mbers of the NYLS faculty.
_ First year students lake· Legal
Writing and Analysis, second year students take Constitutional Law and. Legal
- Research, and third year students take .' ·
Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure.
Some ' timEf after the first year-of the-progr.un each student is_required-to complete
-!!,leg-c1rinternship with a lawyer or judge.
Past interns haye worked with th(t_
Prisoner's Rights Org-c1nizaion, ·National
Conference ' of Black Lawyers and' Legal
Aid. As a result, U.L.S. students have
done very practical legal. work before· beginning. NYLS with other entering...stuq.ents. Interviewing clients, legal research
ana preparing files . for appellat{ court
briefs are exam,Ples of the skills that-UrbaJJ
Legal Studies members bring to law scqool
as first -year students.
·
Students who maintain an under~ ..graduate grade point average of3.9 and a
2.0 in their Jaw courses are consideredior
admission to NYLS aft!:!r completion of 96"
credits at City College. The .LSAT is
required ,as Well, and students are automatically admitted to the law school if they ·
score ~ithin the med_ian range of aJi aamittees. However, this is -not an absolute .
requirement. All facets of a candidate's ·
· background are --considered , in the adrni~ions process. One of the. ~dva~tages (lf
the prc:>gram is that students who demonstrate ability to perform in legal coursework out do less tlian spec~cularly on the
· LSAT ,are riot eliminated fro,-n considel'.- ' -ation on that basis.
.
~ r : successful completion of th~ first
year at NYLS, students are awarded the
B.A. degree. Although an undeveloped
part of the complete program, U.~.S . .
/ students -4Vill ..-take graduate courses in
liberal arts_co.!l_l"Ses i-epiting to law d_¢1lg

New JerseY-'S Large~t and. Most 'Successful. Bar ~Course -

are

• -Chofi:e _of Fre~ Essay Mfriting C/i1Jic

($2~)

~nd _Free, -Jll!ultistate Technique qJinic {$35)
-or
'

.

/

-

....

-- • Free Intensive .Multistate Review/ ($60)
.

.

.PLUS; unconditional
course
guarante·-e .
.
.

-

.

•.

.

1 FREE C,OU~SE FOR EARLY ENROLL~ES
WHO TAKE -BRC,AND FAIL THE BAR EXAM
.

.

.

~

For further ·9etails,- contact your Student Representatives
.•

•.

-

- .

a_t their Rep table or call our New Yprk office
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j11s-r•.-c_.s~

o-i lid-di ·,.t-tt'Cl .,.l 0P\ e'(br,t

by Micha~ Coneys
After the final uµly _of-ballots for the~
· October 31 election for Student Bar Asso- ·ciation Secretzj, -Pal~-P~tti; 'a second~- year day student, assumed the {??Sition by
.• --a· comfortable margin. The election itself _
\ms n ot heralded with much excitement~
:-o nly t wo huno rei:i of the more than t:Velve
hundred re~tered tie~ York Law School
students participated -in the event, which
occurred in the founge "'of 47 Worth Street,.
·-:- Patti collected IW1ety-nine votet, to
gi-ve her nearly 50% of" t-he electorate.
Robert Simon's.campaign-pos ters solicitea . .
f9rty-five ballot~ (~.5%)with the theme of ·
the old·children's game, "Simon Sez. "Mark
Trenton place.1_ a aistant third.with twenty- - · "·- .
nine: supporters (14.5%), followed closely
by John - Selden, with twenty-seven

0

ts. h11rno n· E-r~ 1'<s.

Q{

At'\d

NY.I-$ i.-t''s t>bv'ioos .
-wh id, ·,w.',,.,s ,,

··

1

(13.5%). . ....
_
"Energy and vitality- two key ~rds
to involvement."· With these .word~ Patti
summa~s her sentiments regarding .the
impor_tance of student participation in__,extra..curricull!l" ac.tivities. "Each student
owes it to himself to become involved; eac~-student should feel free to participate in
offering his vi~ws. :." Patti, ln her- ·new ·
position~ will serve ·a s co~bined-recording/ · corresponding ~ecre~.
·

!Judget .._.. .
(continfl!!(l from page three)

__

_

, _

Accorc0ng to Thornton, •however; ''if,. on income. In. such event ,any grow.th in, the
~ theotherfiand, tlieTevenuep,rofection.falls -laW.:cenler fun<J in.1978-'79 will have to be
·short·· or 'it actual- ·expepditures · exceed- dependent upori- other· possible revenue
those pi:ojecte<f; or . if both_such p ntin- -~sources, such_ as do~tions, incoJnE;J rom
gencies occur, there could be little .or no •investment of buildmg and endowment
.increment to the funa-from tuition and fee fumls"govemmentgrants, etc."
~ ,

,

•
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·

_
.·
, · _... ~ · by_§~ Himmelslei~
·
~ .
· , , ~ ·.
'The NYLS Coalitioi;!for Affirmative Action, activ!! last year during the controversy·
surroqnding-tne Bakke <:Me, has reorganized and is curieutly planning its activitie~ for
t he remainder of the year. Comprised of delegates from BALSA, the National.Lawyers
.
by Betty Walrorid · :Guild, tfie Urban C~e-Studies Progrm1 and .the Woi e•n•s Caucus, ·the Goalition last Y~
. "TL-·sole women's iss-ue-in the area 0 r law.relates to being an adversary." So says
pubUshed a fact sheet and presented_- a foruI!l and_debate.. on the Bakke case_which
,i,,;;
'J
attracted an audience of over 150 participants.
•
·
·.
..
Leona Mosston, who WJiS the· guest speaker for a pro.g ram on women in litigation spon"
. . This year, the group plans to shift its focus towards internal matters," zeroing in on
sored by-the Women's Caucus. Ms: Mosston !S atrexperie~ced litigator· She is currently iaw schoor admission and retention policies in general, arid the situation at N.YLS in
Associate Director of the (;enter for Legal Education at City College, and is ~o in private . particular: After·their meeting of October 30th, I spoke.to several of tJ.le delegates. Jim
practice-doing mostly.affirmative litigation, particularly pro h9no constitutional_issues.
White; a first year.student and NLG representative, commented _on the group's dint~tion ,
She has been Director of the Prisoners' Rights Project of the Civil Liberties Union of New
~
Sch
·
for 1978-79: .
.
_
_
_
Jersey.and a professor at Sewn Hall"Law
ooL .
.
''In addition to assuring many more minority and-women attorneys,.we Wc}nt to focus
- Ms. Mosstoh'is "not sure what.law school is for. It is certainly not a conpnunity of, on the content and qll:a_lity oflegal education. We fee! that the ques_tion of,who is admitted
scho
strµggling down the road together looking for answers. Law schooLj s sqr,vival."
to ·1aw school has a direct bearing on the direction that legal studies takes. One point we
While she was prof~ssor of law, she ran a mock trial clinic whi~h illustrated th e-difficultie~
will raise is why affirmative action is in the interest.of all law students, men or women,
women ·o ften ha\'.:e with the adY,,e rsarial process. _while_men in the clinic looked ~omfqrtblack, white, Hispanic or Asian. Due to the affirmative ~tion fights of the Sixties, more
. able being assertive, 'women, wh? were .theor.eti_cally prepare<!, were reluctant to speak _ positions in-professional schools were opened-for both minority and white applicants. - ·
and when they did say something they apologized for disagreeing \\Tith opposing counsel.
"Our.first activity will be a discussion of what _valid criteria for admission should o,e:
To; be an adversary__ seems -"violative::of what women are required to do:·_ to be , work experience; community-involvement, race and class background, etc. Inc;luded will
·acceptable babies, -girls, lovers, to !>e mirt~i'.'. To.be an adversary is not to be lovi~g
bi an examination ofJ he validity ofth.e LSAT. This forum. will be held on Thursday, Nov.
and_gentle. A woman who practices i!!, the_same court frequen!lY will djs(;!over th at she.is ~16 at 4:00. Haywood .Burns, dir ector of the Urban Legal Studies Program and adjunct
not "one of the_, guys"; tliat is, one:ofthe male judges, prosecut~rs, d!;fen~e attorneys ~nd
professor at NYLS will be·among t he speakers. ''.
.
pPlice officers, a ll of whom seem to know and be friendly _witfi one-another. If she ~ns
J·anet ·Albano, also a first year student, and part of the first group of Urban Legal
frequentlJ, •~hey're going -~ be mad at her. " If she loses, p~icularly representm?
Studies students .admitted to NYLS, added.the following: ·
'un1>9pular defen_gants, they wiU equally unsupport~ e and unaccepting. . ~
.
"In the Urban Legal Studies .Program; we hav en't yet reached our goal regarding
At the same time, however., ''t;he_courtroom is not"the place to be gratwtous apout, minority ~dmissions; although the program now in effect and the current class compopolitics." An attohiey does not-separate her _is~ue from the i&sue before th~ court. When , •. sition·indicat.e that this is improving. It is imp~~nt that the law school, because of the
her client is .a-battered wom~n, for 'example, it is not the attorney's oppression that has to _ additional press.ures often placed on minority students, take s~eps to insure- that they
·be demonstrated, it js the client's oppression..: Even in the mll~ter of dress.in the court- · remain here. The Coalition's first step will be to bring these problem·s out into the open,
room, her own identity ·is 'the last thing an· attorney ~hould t!iink -of. Clothes h~v~ _ . ana to eventually w~rk.towards the implementation ofa.more effective affirmative action
connotations, and sh.e will."play into evefy PJeconception," will wear what the pc~asi_on
program."
·
. ·
·
.
_
reg~, beca~ slie is usually:tryirig to persl!_ade a J~- Al~hough the -!!ature of Junes
Adrian Maduro, a third year student and delegate from BALSA summed up:
, changes, at.present nu:my jurors will be women from more "tradiJ ional" jobs who do not
"Although we label ourselves the.Coalition for Affi~ative Action, our scope is really
want to see fenunmin asserted.
. ·
· ·
much broader. The Coalition intenas to study and evaluate the validity of current law
At the office, on-the other hand, a~wyer_who is working as a lawyer : has to set the
school admissioi:is criteria, including th~ LSAT as it effects all students.' Event~?-lly, we
rules right away: I·do not make coffee~• At the same time, it may also be important to an
plan to examine the whole law school career, from admissions procedure through'the Bar
attorney to be awat'.e of ''the·~ ret under.belly "Q_f the ·practice, the underpaid ~ome2l · Exam, and its relationship to the practice oflaw."
workers.vho keep'the office running," and not to "§et herself aparr' from them. · ~
·
·* * *
Ms. Mosston does ''nqt trunk sex is d~positive of one's political and social posture in
· G~ild Notes: Our most recent budget request w~ for 545 dollars, to be i ncreased if
the world." Women .are :~ed bag" just as me~ are. "Law is the most exact mirror of the student activity fee goes into effect ... A new steetjng committee was elected on
-:society~.'.: Even ,give":n that -P ~.f me~•h~ve decided the i;mrpose~ o"be served?Y""that
October 2s: New rriembers..are Jamie Fishman, 3-1-D; Aarpn.Frischberg, 1-1-D (Urban
law, women who a'Ccept men's. purposes are what those men are. As attorneys, ~ - 'Legal Studies); Sam Himmelstei~, 3-1-D; Priscilla Marco, 1-1-D (Urban Legal Studies)
advocates (not as·women), womE;P hav~ to ~ the.risk of be!!1g-tlisliked ~d sn~red at." -and David fyle, 1-2-D (MYA).. :Remember, meetings are "held every 'Y~esday at 4:30 in
Women have to learn to "put valu~ on the winning of the game. In_!aw, Ws not _how you
Room 702 ... Our newsletter is now in the planning stage and contributions are welcome;
. ~y*e,ID9Jl~ ~Sy~ilM~~~~... '. ,. ·,.
~see Bridgit~e.Schw~: . - . . . .
.
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S~me Think:ing About
·Thillking :Like ,a Lawyer
.

.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - b y Ronny G r e e n - - - - - - - - - - - -

.
by Cecilia Blau
OnAugust 1.9, 1978, I became a father ofa baby boy in the Bronx, N. Y. The two and a
How often have we heard it said that in law school we learn nothing more than how to
half months since then have profoundly changed my life. ,l:ludd.enly; I was no longer the
"think ,like a lawyer?" The truth of this-is .evidenced by what we don't know when we
free wheeling-~ young spirit so many knew prior to the arrival of my son; I could
graduate: how to pass state bar exa,m without taking a $300 to $4i)() bar.review course, or
no longer concern..mysel(primarily with my personal affairs. I now had someo~e _else's
how J o handle a legal matte~ without instruction from the particular law firm we may
thoughts to col)Sider. For il short-hved moment, .I dreaded having to relinquish the- work for: We certai!ily could not hang out a shingle upon graduation and expect to do a
free-spirited. life: I clung to foi so many years. Far outweighing any desire to remain in competent job-for our.client - if we could find that client.
·
that state was the joy of welcoming a#ne:.v life 4lto being. With that joy of course comes the ' - . , The only thing we can be sure of, therefore; when we.graduate, is that we can "think
realization that my son will live in a world which has not yet reache<l its pinnacle; I guess it
like a lawyer." But what d~s tfiat mean? One professor, upon _being asked this question,
. is •fruitless to continue dreaming that~in my Ufetupe I may one day see a completely equal sai? tha_t .doctors think this way. too; it's unfortupate that law school is necessarily a
and limitless society for all. That desire grows deeper each day while the reality.of that selecting a_nd proving ground for law firms in the ·recruitment process, however, a law ·
dream seems.to become more impossible all the time.
.
·
~
school has an obligation.¥> law firms at l~ge to be-fair with them. He added that lawyers
' My son will have to face reality the same way as· I, only he'll have to do-it a lot sooner are not necessarily nice people. But what .is this lawyer like, tlie one we will presumably
than I did. If he ·has the tools necessary for battle, lie will be much more equipped to be thinking like?
- .
•.
·
'
handle whatever comes his way in terms of doors closing, opportunities alw,ays seeming to
Another professor relates a case where an impressive article was written by another
.pass by, someone else always seeming..to be chosen for a specific pos'ition instead of him; well kn~wn-professor describing the law .in a particular area. Our professor point~d out
and the everyday ruri~f-the-mill; subtle. discrimination that permeates this society. some pomts to be rnade for the 0ther side, a nd Prof. Well Known Authority confessed: "Of
course I know it, but let the other ~ide discover it for themselves." Prof. W. K. Authority
Irrespective of!1ow high·up th~ social or economic l; dder he may reach, in the eyes ~~ w~ ha~d~omely treated by the party his article favored. Lesson learned: a 'professor who
many tie will always be a second class citizen.
•·
· thmks like a lawyer does not starve.
·
... •
"Making it" is not easily achieved by anyone, but the child of a racial minority will
. But exactly what is ''thinking like a lawyer~;; Is it s omething we glean from our
h.cye to go a fe·w lengths farther to reach that goal. His achievements will be m~ured by · courses in Contracts and Torts? Then why can't we have a chock-full of on-point material
..-how well he fares against others in his peer group; not by how well he. will actually course called ·"Thinking Like a Lawyer?" Our courses give us definitions for crimes, torts
perform.
. .
·
· _
· ·
✓
adverse possession and riparian rights, but in over a ):ear of law school, we still haven't
I beg-an.noting possibie paths down which I may attempt to ·steer him. _I watched been told exactly wh_a t "t,hinking lik,e a lawyer'' means.
.
·
television and used that medium a reflection of our society and wondered where ·my son ,
I .t hought the obvious person to give me the answer would be a succ~ssfully practicing
wol!ld fit in. After many hours of viewing, I toyed with the idea of-making choices.
lawyer.
·
•
Unfortunately, there did qot appear to be IDl!JlY desirable slots fpr-minorities. There
In the office of an at orney friend.to whom I had recommended a case, his partner
were nci Black game show hosts; no Black variety show hosts; no Btack taik show hosts; no kidded me that it would be illegal to give me a ten percent commission. I kidded back, "ls
Black anchormen or women on local or national news programs; and relatively few Blacks th at bec~use I am entitled to no less than twenty percent?" He yelled out, "My Cod, she
thinks like a lawyer!';
··
·
·
or HisRanics in any of television's lucratiye money-making leadership positions. It see~ed
But I still don't know wnat that means. Perhaps my·enlightenment will come when I
as_ though the only_''._b ig t!m~•~ P?sitions th at Blac~ were_ in were on sPorts or__enter-· am wearing a black cap ~nd gc;>wn,• in a ma~ificent rented hall, walking down the aisle
tainment_pro~ams. T!te big stars who attrac~ the attentlo~ of
public as_~ e were. with hundreds of other graduates,·and a deep_voice booms out setting the chandeliers and
Muhammad Ah'. ReggieJ~ckson, SammY. Davis, Jr., Charo, R;_1chard Pryor, O.J. S1mpson mirrored hallways to vibrating: "Thinking like a)aw er is .. ;" ,
and others of the same caliber. Granted, they are extremely talented men and women, but .
y
if. I have a choice, I woµld prefer that my son be knpwn for what is in-his lie~d; not how .
..--------------.
··manyhomerunsandRBishehas,notforhowll)anytimeshehaswontheboxingtitle,not
UNDERNEWMANAGEMENT
for how well he can sing and dance, not for how rrlany "cuchi·cuchis'.. he ~n do, not for how
We now ~ater PartiE;S!
many laughs he can get, and.not for how many yards he can run in one season.
· . NYLS students
I came to the realization that television reflects the world in which we live-;-_not so
much by what the screen projects, but because so many people watch certain program!'l.
,
. welcome as dlways .
The top programs are whatson:ie people hope-tlteir7ives to be. It i::- hard to believe tha~ a
· Professor Perry .S. R~ich has ·been
large percentage of the American population fan~izes with "Mork and Mindy", ''Three's named Contributing· Editor to the new
Company", "Happy D~ys", ~Laverne and S~irley"; and !>implistic shows similar to the publication "Notes and Decisions." Prof.
above. It would be safe to assume that the public desires a simplistic, unreal society Reich,,who joined the faculty.ofNYLS this
clevoid of minoritie~ or if minorities have to be accepted, they ar-e only permitted 'to year, will be working in the area ofindemente.rtain, leaving all the important positions to the White majority. Television is d eeply nity and contribution.
embedded in our society and what the public watches is often indicative of what the public
- The journal, which is a publication of
thinks. Television is only an extensioi} of reality. If television is in fact reality, then ro"y son the New York State Trial Lawyers Associ- ·
will have to arm himself at a very early age with that knowledge in order to compete.-He ~ atioh, will see printsometimeearlyinNov- will know that-regardless of what the public may think of him, personal pride and the will ember.
.
'
to succeed will enable him to escape unharmed.
~
Scott Batterman
179 WEST BROADWAY
Blacks and Hispanics are slowly moving into leadership positions in all fields and soon
television will have to reflect this. Raie)y is it evident oy. watching television thafminor- JUST ROUND THE ·
i~ies have love lives. Rarely is it evidentJ hat minorities are interested in things other than
'--# telling jokes, acting silly, or hitting home runs. Eventually, America will have to come to ·
CORNER ON WEST
- grips with itself and realizethat those are not-the only th!ngs in life that minorities consist
of. Blacks and Hispanics and other .minorities must be taken seriously by the public. ( continued
&om page one)
.,,
'BROADWAY BETWEEN
Sooner or later, the majority will begin to see more minority attorneys, doctors,
Dean Hillman stated that her promoengineers, corporate managers, .businessmen, stock brokers, politicians and oth~r top ' tion had not resulted in change in her
.WORTH AND LEONARD
position.s; televisiQn will hav~ to reflect this. My son will be introduced to all aspects of life salary. As to. any inv6lvement ip academic
and not just those minorities are customarily seen in_. Because he is Black,' most of those affairs, she said that she has "never bef ri
who will cpme into contact with hpn,,.will. expect him to be a good dancer or_a good involved, and I doubt that I ever shall."
Hard Liquor
basketball player. He may very well one day possess those talents, but they will' be
- Dean E. - Donald Shapiro, when
secondary to anY._thirrg else he can obtain from life,. Life. is often unfair an,1_ we'. re usually reached for comment, stated that the proshaped by our surroundin~, but if I have my choice, my son _will be exposed to a different ·motions had been recommended by him,
Hot Sandwiches · ·
type of atmgsphere tha,n.tlie one displayed. by television, which is only ~ mirror oft_h e real
because "I feel that they deserve the titles
world.
·
·
· because of the way they perform their functions, and they need the titles to effectively
Good Prices Tool
perform their functions." Asked to expand
V
f.
DL
upon that last comment, he said that as
C
,01!:_ . ·J
\.C It~
other law schools giv~ ~lie adminis!rators
'
·by Susan Werther - - - ·-- , - - - ~ -;
__who hold these pos1t10ns the title of
When people hear I.commute to NYLS daily fro~ Philadelphia, they grab their he~ds "D.eaii"; it wiU--enabie-our administrators to. "Oh, you
. poor thing; how do you do that?''. I ans\\:_er; _!"lltionalizing as , deal with them on the same level. He emin horror and e~claim,
best I c~, "It's really not that bad - I study on the way tip and nap on the way back." As phasized that this does not mean that they
they walk away in disbelieving pity, I secretly s_lip into the same state of disbelief and pity. will become involved in academic affairs,
."How. can I sound so cheery?" I ask myself. It's no fun to leave home in the dark and return since "A Dean title ,is an administrative one
'in the dark (I haven'.t S(len Philly i~ the light for two years). It's no fun to stumble off the only.'' He also felUhat the fact that neither .
train-half-dazed b:y the engine's fumes, or to arrive. home cross-eyed from reading on the Dean Hillman nor Dean Scanlon holds law
train. But then I wisely remind myself of all the w9nderful things Philadelphia has to offer degrees was not of any relevance. "I do not
- Mayor Rizzo, .Legionnaire's Disease, _the Philadelphia lawyers, and the- fighting subscribe to the theory that lawyers can do
Phillies and.Flyers. And !:m con:iforted again. Comp1uting ~~ck horn~ is.. _w orth it ~ r all.
all things better t}:lan all people."
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